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Western Construction Company Resisted Sheriff's Posse to Let Something Seems to Have Hap- Trolley Car Carrying the Injured Private Charity Ought Not Be Famous Congressman Died
Father and Brother
of Santa Fe Files IncorporaAlso Damaged in
Asked to Do What is Duty
pened Since Then and Tariff
ing to Save Life of His
tion Papers.
Escape.
is Blamed.
Collision.
of Community
Grandson.
Williamson, AV. Va., Nov. 26. Firdispatch, printed in
of the morning papers yesterday, ing from the doorway of their home
stated that Third Assistant Post- cn the sheriff's posse to give their
master General A. L. Lawshe of Las father and brother time to escape,
Truces and Onnby McHarg, latev as- Mrs. Charles Daniels and her sixteen
sistant secretary of commerce and year old daughter were shot, to death
near
Mingo county,
labor, had been slated for judgeships yesterdayofficers. Devon,
The shooting grew
the
in New Mexico. No one In Santa Fe by
out of a family feud between the
has had intimation of any such inten- Christians and
Daniels on the boarder
tions on part of the appointing pewer,
of Kentucky and West Virginia. About
and the report is generally discredited. three weeks
ago, George Christian
E. C. Burke has gone to Washington,
was slain by Jim Daniels. They were
in
the brcther-in-law- s
D. C, to look after his fences
and formerly had been
U. S. marshalship, but it is expected allies. After the
killing of Christian
in
will be offered a land office position
the two families and friends became
place of it.
warinvolved. Christian obtained
Commissioned Liutenants.
rants for Jim and Charles Daniels and
Governor Curry, through Acting Ad- led the posse to Daniel's home. When
jutant General A. S. Brookes, today the officers appTOliedJMrs.' Daniels
- commissioned
Charles P. Church first and daughter opened. "fire, one of the
lieutenant and Bertrom H. Schwerdt-fege- r posse being shot frivr.the arm. The
Mrs.
second lieutenant, at Carlsbad, Christians returned the fire.
Daniels was shot down in the doorEddy county.
way, but the daughter stood over the
Incorporation.
lifeless form of her mother and fired
filed
were
Incorporation papers
upon the posse until she dropped
Secrein. the office of Territorial
dead across her mother, pierced by
"Western
the
By
Jaffa
Nathan
tary
The officers then
three bullets.
MexConstruction Company. The New
their lives
ico agent is F. C. Wilson and the New closed in, but by forfeiting
"mother and daughter had covered
the
Mexico headquarters at Santa Fe. The
the retreat of the father and brother
offices of the company are at Wichita,
and the latter escaped.
Kan. It is capitalized at $250,000, divided into 2,500 shares. The incorpor
ators and directors are: C. H. Ritten-house- , JURISTS AND LEGISLATORS
AS CHIEF, EXECUTIVES.
937 shares; J. R. Delweiler,
936 shares; W. A. Vincent, 625 shares;
A. M. Jack. 1 share, all of Wichita, and Hon. William J. Mills Third Governor to Have Been Chief Justice
F. C. Wilson, 1 share, of Santa Fe.
of Territory.
District Court.
In the district court for Santa Fe
The appointment of Chief Justice
county, suit in: replevin was brought
today by the National Mortgage and William J. Mills as governor, preBond Company vs. Sten Lund and the sents the second case in the history
Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Rail of New Mexico, of a person serving
way Company, for four - carloads of first in the highest judicial and afterIoala, Kan., cement, in all 670 barrels. wards in the highest executive position; the other instance being that
A writ of replevin was issued.
of Hon. L. Bradford Prince. He was
Cannot Tax Armories.
1S79 and
Attorney General Frank W. Clancy appointed chief justice in
was
ias handed down the following opinion Governor' in 1889. Judgein Mills
1898 and
on the question of taxing armories appointed chief justice
coincithat are hired for private dances, but Governor in 1909. Another
served
had
Prince
is
dence
that
Judge
ironi which the rental is used for pubin both Houses of the legislature of
lic purposes:
New York, and Judge Mills had serv1909.
Albuquerque, Nov. 24,
ed in both Houses in Connecticut;
Major S. A. Milliken, Secretary, Silin
ver City Armory Board of Control, each therefore having experience
of
the
govbranches
of
each
the
other
Silver City, N. M.
execuDear Sir. I have to acknowledge ernment before assuming the
Mills has
In
tive.
this
respect,
Judge
receipt of your letter of the 20th inst, an
equipment which is very rare. In
in which you inform me that in order
case of Hon. S. B. Axtell, the orthe
to meet the expenses cf furnishing,
was reversed, as
of
der
heating, lighting, etc., the board of he was appointment Governor cf
appointed
control of the Silver City Armory dein 1875 and afterwards, in
cided to rent the hall for various purwas
made chief justice. He
1882,
Is
suited, and to
poses to which it
also
had
previous legislative exgive, occasionally, a ball or other form
been a member of
having
perience
an
for
which
of popular amusement
California.
from
Congress
admission fee can be charged, but
that it has been notified that it will
not be allowed to do so except upon SECRETARY MYER
REVIEWS MARINES.
taking out a license and paying a special tax as for a place of amusement.
I note also the fact that you further They Will Sail Tomorrow on the
say, in the letter, that all funds obTransport Prairie for Panama
tained from the use of the Armory
and Nicaragua.
building are applied to the expense
of its equipment and maintenance.
Philadelphia, Nov. 26. Secretary of
I assume that the license and speNavy
Myer today reviewed at the navy
cial tax required must be under the
the marines who sail tomorrow
yards
requirement of section 4146 of the cn the transport Prairie for Panama
Compiled Laws of 1897. I am of opin- and
possibly Nicaragua,
ion that the board of control and the
A Washington

some?

to-da-

New-Mexic-

--

.

property under its charge, are not subject to any such tax under the circumstances and conditions stated in
your letter. As a general rule, property of the government is not subpect
to taxation, even when there is no
statute exempting it, but there is a
specific statute in this Territory, so

much of which as needs to be coneid-ere- d
in this connection is as follows:
The following property, and no other, shall be exempt from taxation:
Property of the United States and of
this Territory, counties, cities, towns
and other municipal
corporations,
when devoted entirely to public use
and not held for pecuniary profit.
Where all funds obtained from the
use of the Armory are applied to public purposes connected therewith, I
lieve that it cannot be said, id any
proper sense of the term, that the
armory is held for pecuniary profit. I
have known of cases in New Mexico
where county commissioners
have
Tented the .court house for such purposes, the proceeds going into the
county treasury, and I have never
heard it suggested that, therefore, the
county ought to pa a tax. The Territory is the owner of large quantities of land donated by Congress, a
great deal of which Is leased, and the
money paid for rental is devoted to
the public uses for which the dona- (Continued on Page Seven.)
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Dig Under Walls of Peniten-

tiary at Tehuantepec,
Mexico.
Y

OF THEM

MURDERERS

Historic Structure as Old as the
San Miguel Church at
Santa Fe.
Gamboa, Oaxaca, Mexico, Nov. 26.

It was discovered yesterday that 2C
prisoners In the penitentiary at Tehuantepec, many of them murderers, had
gained their liberty .by, digging beneath
the walls of the ancieat structure. The
prison was erected in 1540 and tunneling caused the crumbling walls to
fall. It was built originally for a
--

and mnnasferv hiit rtiirSnp" fho
church and state . war, it was turned
Into a garrison and later Into a prison.
fvhmrpTi

o

Kansas City, Mo.. Nov. 2(1. "Do you
know that eighteen months ago, next
to Roosevelt whom I consider a very
great man and a most excellent Pres
ident, I was the most popular man in
Yes sir, with flews pa
the country.
pers and magazines, I was the most
liopular man in the county." Thus
spoke Joseph G. Cannon, speaker of
the National House of Representatives
upon his arrival here today. "Oh, I
know all right, what has caused the
change," continued the speaker, "but
I couldn't
have done any differently.
It f,s impossible to take any other
stand on this matter of the tariff. I
cnlj wish I were a greater man than I
am,'' Mr. Cannon said, "and I would
kick such men as the Progressives off
the face of the earth. I am an old man,
seventy-thre- e
years of age and some
day I will have to go to the scrap heap,
but when I do. no one can say that
there was an atom that was governed
by any other atom."
CHICAGO

HEALTH BOARD
ADVISES TEMPERANCE.

Los Angeles. Calif. Nov. 20. Five
members of one family lie dead today
a, the morgue, two more are near
death in a hospital, and three are suffering slight injuries, as the result of
one of the worst automobile accidents
in the history of the eiy. A suburban
trolley car, running a mile a minute,
struck the automobile containing the
family of Nicholas Jacobs, ten in number, and Miss Sloan, the fiancee of on?
of Jacobs' sons. Jacobs,
his two
daughters, Katie, aged eighteen, and
Mamie, aged sixteen, and two sons, Anthony, aged six, and Clements, aged
four, were instantly killed; Mrs. Jacobs and infant daughter were seriously hurt. Frank John and Peter Jacobs
and Miss Sloan escaped death by
jumping. The trolley ear carrying the
injured collided with another trolley
car half an hour later and ten more
persons were injured, but none seriously.
Two nersons were iniuk-ewhen
the; horse they were driving became,
frightened at the trolley collision and
ran away.

General Frederick Grant Comes Out HOVAL SMITH ONE
OF DEFENDANTS.
Openly for Total Abstinence in
Army.
Suit Brought By U. S. Attorney
Arizona to Recover 80 Mining
over26.
"Don't
Chicago, 111., Nov.
Claims.
eat." "Don't trifle with too many
cocktails."
26.
Nov.
Bisbee. Ariz.,
United
This in effect is the doleful warn
ing issued by the city health depart- States District Attorney Alexander in
the name of the government hps filed
ment.
Pneumonia, said the city health of- suits against Hoval A. Smith, thej
ficers, lurks in the succulent turkey Warrer. Ranch Company, the Warren
and the alluring mince pie.
Realty and Development
Company,
Eat if you wish, said the health de- Delta Williams and I. W. Wallace to
partment, but don't overeat and, recover possession of SO patented minabove an, avoid alcoholic encourage- ing claims upon which is situated the
Warren ranch, the Country Club, aud
ment to digestion.
Also and thirdly and most import- the townsito of Warren.
The papers filed are very volumiantly, if you should eat or drink to excess, don't be so foolish as to lie nous and allege fraud in the obtaindown and "sleep it off," but go out ing of .patents. This suit is the outinto the open air and "walk it off."
come of investigations which have
General Grant for Total Abstinence. been carried on uere during the past
Nov. 26. "I shall two years by government experts and
Washington,
cheerfully aid your proposed temper- great interest is taken here in the
ance move in the army," promises outcome.
General Frederick Grant, in command
The trial cf the case will be in Janof the department of great lakes, in
uary and the outcome will affect many
a letter addressed to the Rev. Wilbur other claims in this district.
F. Crafts, of this city, superintendent
of the International Reform Bureau.
ADDED TO
The letter was made public last night. VICTIMS
YEAR'S FOOTBALL FATALITIES.
An invitation was sent to General
Grant by Dr. Crafts inviting him to
Have Died or Will Die
address a meeting to be held here on Twenty-NinTwenty-Twand
Severely InjurDecember 12, next, to inaugurate a
ed and May Die.
movement locking to the establishment of a total abstinence association
New York, Nov. 2C The death roll
in the army and navy.
In his communication just received of football for the season just closed
General Grant expressed regret at his amounts to twenty-nine- ,
according to
inability to be present, but declares a list published here. It includes two
according to Dr. Crafts that he "is cor- who are believed to be mortally hurt
in yesterday's games.
Twenty-twdially in favor of the proposition."
Dr. Craftg said last night that it is players were so severely hurt that it is
proposed to establish an association thought they will die. Minor injuries
similar to the one which has flourish- amounted into the hundreds.
ed in the British army for a number
Quarterback Dying.
of years,with British generals, as its
Waco, Tex., Nov. 26. Ethedbert
officers.
Harris, a quarterback of the Waco
high school eleven is in a dangerous
DISTRIBUTION OF
condition today, as the result of inCOUNTY SCHOOL FUNDS. juries in a football game yesterday.
e

o

o

i

St. Paul, Nov. 26. "State support
orof widows, their children and
phans, is inevitable and such a system is the only solution of the juvenile question. It will come during the
present generation." This was the
prediction made last night by Judge
Hen Lindsey of Denver, while here
on his way to Crookston, Minn. "We
must change the environment of the
the
child," he continued.
"During

last juvenile generation,

thirty-fiv-

Try- -

Butler, Mo., Nov. 26. Hundreds of
imminent men of Missouri and many
from outside of the state, joined the
citizens of Hut lor today in paying respect to the memory of the iate Representative David A. DeArmond. who
met so tragic a death here last Tuesday in a vain effort to save the life of
his favorite grandson.
The bodies
of both victims of the fire which consumed the DeArmon home wer
hurled in one casket following simple
s. r.iees at t';e Methodist church. The
burial services were in charge of the
Masonic, lodge. The coffin was banked
high with floral offerings and the
sin-elleading to the church were literally blocked with mourners.

e

thousand orphans have been created
by such accidents as the Cherry mine
disaster. These conditions appeal to
Widows, forced to be
humanity.
bread winners, neglect their children
who congregate in bad company. We
cannot do away with the fatherless
children, but we can take care of
them. Widows should be state charg- CORTEZ DIES AND
es. Private charity is doing what is
WAS BURIED
absolutely the duty of State."
s

MANY

ENTRIES FOR
LIVESTOCK

American
Will

SHOW.

IN

MEXICO.

Finds Attest to Explorer's
Gets Other Evidence in
Three Years' Hunt.

Opens at the Union Stock Yards at
City of Mexico, Nov. 26. Charles C.
Chicago Tomorrow With ProsGordon
of Cincinnati, Ohio, has just
Success.
of
Great
pects
found evidence which proves to his
Chicago, Nov. 26. The internation- mind as well as to those of many of
al livestock show, which promises to Mexico's historians, that Hernando
be the
greatest exhibition of its Cortez, conqueror of this country in
kind ever held here, opens in the the sixteenth century, died and was
Union stockyards tomorrow morning. buried here and not in Seville, Spain,
More than seven hundred magnificent as had been asserted by Parkman,
draft horses, Porcherons, Shires, Bel- - Metley aud other historians of Mexico,
Mr. Gordon has been in Mexico for
gians and Clydendales, all of them
been several years studying the people, con- kings in their classes have
entered in the draft horse contests ditions
the history. from the old
F
.
.
, ..in
t
j .is.i
m auumuii
a gitu ihuiuluuk
ui unpublished
aim i..
He has
manuscripts.
Shropshire sheep, ponies and other found (he wm of cortez, 'in which he
thoroughbred domestic animals will be sai(1 ne wanted lo he buried here An.
'
sll0wn- other paper is an attest to the will by
a friend of Cortez, who details the
GERMANY HAS ITS
death here in 1550 of Cortez immeBEEF SCANDAL.
diately after his return from Spain.
The bones of Cortez, according to Mr.
However Official Circles at Berlin Gordon, are buried in the
Temple
Deny all Knowledge of Financial
d'Jesus, Mexico City. He has anIrregularities.
nounced that lie will immediatelv hrins?
has its beef tnp matter to
Kiel, Nov.
,he attention of" Presi.
scandal. Extensive financial irregular- - dent Diaz and have the bonps
,aken
ities have been discovered in the de- - up and reburied in gtate
He is pre.
partment which furnishes meat for the paredj he savS) t0 rt,fute tue Btate.
are espec- - ments of other historians thiU Cortez
navy. The discrepancies
ially serious in the division through dled in Spajn and gavg he has the
which the torpedo boats are supplied. rpcori,K of his r(t,lrn
voyage in
Arrests are looked for soon.
as well as those of his death on his
Official Denial.
vast estate lying just outside the capBerlin, Nov. 26. It is officially ital of Mexico.
stated today that nothing is known of
the reported financial irregularities in PRESIDENT TAFT ENJOYS
Ki3l.
the naval meat supply-a- t
THANKSGIVING DINNER.

-

rmany

rn

COPPER SHOULD BE
FIFTEEN CENTS.

Washinton, Nov. 26 Sated with
the 'possum dinners and elaborate
banquets he was forced to face on his
recent trip, President Taft sat down
yesterday to a family Thanksgiving
dinner.
The piece de resistance was an
enormous turkey raised on a Rhode
Island farm. Mr. Taft smiled genially
when the dessert was served.
"Thank goodness," he sighed happily, "I've had a dinner at which I
haven't been compelled to make
speeches and where bo reception committee lurked in the back ground.
I've enjoyed food real food, and I
haven,t had t0 work tQ gfit
When the news of the President's
satisfaction percolated below stairs
there was another Thanksgiving ceremony. The White House chef is the
prcudest citizen of the District of
Columbia, while his assistant sheds
reflected glory. Only the family was

Senator

W. A. Clark of Montana
Complains of Over Pro- - !
duction.
New York, Nov. 26. "Too much
coming in and not enough going out,
the European consumption of copper
is not keeping pace with American
production," said former U. S. Senator William A. Clark of Montana toafter arriving from
day shortly
Europe. "It is true copper is selling
too low, but overproduction
is re- sponsible.' The normal price should
be fifteen cents. Thirteen cent cop- per is too cheap.'
U

S.

One Dollar for Each Person of School TWO "THANKSGIVINGS
Age or $5,677 Altogether Santa
SUICIDES ARE REPORTED,
Fe Gets $2406.
MARTYRS
Chicago, Nov. 2G. Eluding his room- TWO
The City of Santa Fe today- - received mate and shouting a frantic farewell,
$2406 for its public schools as the re- William F. McOormick, a student at
sult of the distribution of school funds the Moody Bibical Institute, jumped
present.
by County Superintendent John V. from a third story window last night
diswas
The
remained
Conway.
and was picked up dying.
ROCK JSLAND WILL
tributed among the rural schools, the
Had Dinner First.
ABSORB FRISCO.
Bodies
schools outside of the. city limits in
of
Daring Aeronauts
Portland, Me.. Nov. 26. Arising
Precinct No. 3, receiving the most or from a bountifully table at a dinner
Found Near Seaport
Negotiations Pending to Ttirn Big
$344. School District No. 18 received she gave her friends last night, Mrs.
i
Railroad System Over to Yoakum
of Fiume.
$16; No. 7 received $174; No. 20 re- Etta Grissan of Idaho, went to her
and Hawley.
j
ceived $162; No. 8 received $161; No. room and drank a bottle of carbolic
11 received $158; No. 14 was given acid.'
A
She died immediately.
New York, Nov. 26. In responsible
$138; No. 15 was given $116; No. 1
her husband was the cause . BALLOON WRECK TELLS STBRY banking circles it was intimated
to- -j
was given $110 and the other districts of suicide.
that negotiations for the sale of
day
32
a
less than $96
piece, there beins
the St. Louis and San Francisco raildistricts in the county outside of the CUSTOMS HOUSE CLEANING
Huge Rent in Envelope Caused road to Benjamin F. Yoakum, chair
NOW COMPLETED.
city.
man cf the executive committee of
It to Collapse and
the Rock Island railway company, is
Drop.
BANK OFFICIAL
Ten" More Assistant Weighers Dropin process of consummation.
It is
GETS TEN YEARS.
at
ped By Collector Loeb
believed
that Mr. Yoakum will turn
'
New York.
Berlin, Nov. 26. Dr. Brenckmann the control Of the St. T.onis arA San
Vice President of Mineral Point Instiand Hugo Francke, two of the most Francisco over to Edwin
Mr.
tution Pleads Guilty to Defalca-- '
New York, Nov. 26. Ten more as- daring members of the Aero Club of Yoakum would not make Hawley.
a statement
tions.
.
sistant "weighers were dropped by Col Berlin have been killed through the today.
'
Madison, Wis., Nov, 26. Philan, Jr., lector Loeb from the customs service collapse of their balloon "Kolmar."
of the First Na- today. The collector announced that Their bodies were found
former
today near NATIONAL LEAGUE CLUB
tional bank at Mineral Point, Wis., with these dismissals a "general Fiume, Austria-Hungary- .,
five hundred
SOLD TO CHICAGO MEN.
which closed a few months aso after house cleaning" of the customs serv- - miles from Berlin. Nearby was the
the discovery of heavy defalcations ice as the result of an investigation balloon, a huge rent in the envelope! Philadelphia, Pa.. Nov. 26.- - The
pleaded guilty to four counts on an of sugar frauds will be completed.
telling the story of their death. Their Philadelphia National League club.
indictment against him. He was sen- - j Including today's dismissal, eighty- - aerial exploits in the past have at-- ' was sold today to a
syndicate of which
tenced to ten years In the federal three men have been' removed since tracted much attention and no little Charles W. Murphv. of the Chicago
the "house cleaning" began.
prison at Fort Leavenworth.
alarm on the part of their friends.
National Lueajrue club is a member.
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WHEN TIME FOR ME HAS CEASED
I By Viola Virginia Amley.)
When Tim for nie has ceased, and
shall bo
s
Within the great
cradling arms,
Safe from the ills of life, the dread
alarms.
Apart from all the pomp, the

j
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Established 1856.
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Your Boy Will Need a Good School Suit

Cures Colds
Kondon's

with all cash purchases.

KANTWEAROUT

v

s

PRICES
FROM

1

Co.

J

'

WE HAVE THEM

breaks up a cold
n a itw hours r (aro tUo
head relieves doliraft
nasal membranes
!"
pleasant to take ahso-- J
lutely pure and gviar- iSxiuiSC' anreed.
Uon t nee
g
lectcc!dsandcethav
lever, astnma. npaf
r
.?er nanuy
iiv, 25c orere.
50c tube, or
Uanitary

quiet

S4.00

& HERCULES BRAND

EVERY SUIT
toSG.OO GUARANTEED

If you wantCa good pair of'JShoes
for the boy try a pair of,

,

BULL'S EYE or BUSTER BROWN Make
They will wear and cost you no
more than other makes.

CALL AND SEE THEM

SEE FOR YOURSELF

Ap

Incorporated 1903

SELIGIfj

sleep.

tinVpfe

Winter Grocery
f

1010

.

ii

Xor tears of those who, still remem
i
bering, weep.
Will break the seal on white II ps that
are dumb.
The dawn will flush with deepening
'iin m lour
f
tints of rose,
uruggisfs
sootnes.
The noontide glow, the sunset trail its
ueals. clen0, ciirMP.
3S.MiirnKir!tKfll Koiidon'vand
light;
re'uiniiu-!iit under our positive
(
But none of these will touch that deep
pmmmi-ewrite lor tree
sample now.
.
repose,
Kondon Mia. Cn.
Xor will the jeweled splendor of the
Minn.
Minneapolis.
Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.
Telephone No. 40
night ;
!!!!& m
But if thy step upon the earth fall
near,
SUSSES?
I luiow that I shall waken, and shall known Chicago bond buyers who have
hear.
placed by far the largest proportion of
Xew Mexico bond issues, have been
Pleaded
Maes awarded" an issue of $28,000 of court
Guilty Candido
pleaded guilty at Las Vegas to the house and jail bonds by the board of
charge of larceny of a horse; and county commissioners of Lincoln counTheodore Chacon to the charge of ty, after keen competition for the issue. The bonds will bear four and a
assault.
Marriage License Israelita Jimen- half per cent interest.
ez, aged 9 years, and Acasio Garcia,
aged 23 years, of Los Alamos, San
NOTICE.
Miguel county, have been granted a To Whom it May Concern:
marriage license.
The United States Bank and Trust
Custom Inspector for Tucumcari
Company and the Santa Fe Irrigation
Russell R. Miller has been appointed a and
Improvement Company and the
federal customs inspector at Tucum- National
DecoMortgage and Bond Comcari to succeed C. E. Cerewinka, re- pany, by their duly accredited and ausigned. Miller's duty will be to reseal thorized agent, G. F. Flick, of Santa
freight cars which have bee" opened Me. Xew Mexico, hereby notify all inChinese immigraion, inspectors terested
by
parties that they will not be
looking for concealed Chinamen.
responsible for any debts of any naWedding at Albuquerque Harry D. ture whatsoever incurred by Sten
Shoup, of the Albuquerque Water Sup- - Lund or contracted by him, and that
ply Company and Miss Pauline M. no warrants, pay checks or merchanSchneider, well known young people dise checks will be honored by the
MANUFACTURER
of Albuquerque were united in mar- - above
companies when signed by the
riage at the Immaculate Conception said Sten Lund or any agent of said
JEWELER
church Wednesday morning, the wed-- j Sten Lund without the
countersign ap-- .
ding being attended by nearly two proval of the undersigned,
2H" hundred friends. Rev. A. M. Manda- G. F. FLICK,
lari, S. J., performed the ceremony.
President of the United States Bank
Lincoln County Bonds Awarded
and Trust Co.
Coffin & Crawford of Chicago, the well President of
!&
the Santa Fe Irrigation
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mar the fullness
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earth-niother'-

Cauliflower, Chile, Bell Peppers, Grapes, Oranges,
Bannanas,

m
!!

I

Green Beans,

Potatoes, Celery, Cucumbers,

FRIDAY. NOVFMRTR

POBox

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

FOR

219.

A

HALF CENTURY

Phone 86

THE LEADING DRY GOODS
HOUSE

IN THE

CITY.

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

Jewelry, Silverware,

St. Michael's College

rated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony

Santa Fe, Hew Mexico

Goods.

dL7tcSd

j

S. Spitz

Oldest and Most Popular Institution in the Southwest

i

i

i

TAXIDERMIST, TANNER

FURRIER

and Improvement

1

sense of smell and completely derange
the wnoio system when entering it
through the mucous surface. Such articles should never be nted except on
prescriptions from repfftable physicians, as the damage they will do is

Send for prices for tanning and lining
furs and hides for rugs and robes
Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds

436 Canon Road
mono Black is

FRANK

F-

General
Merchandise

GORMLEY

-

SANTA FE, N. M.

Academic and Preparatory Courses
form Separate Departmtnis

Co.

BOARDING and DAY STUDENTS.

oal

The seals and record book? for nopublic for sale by the New
Mexican Printing Company at very
reasonable rates. Seals for incorporated companies are also handled. Call
at or address the New Mexican Printing Company, Santa Fe. New Mexico.

taries

ten fold to the good you can possibly
derive from them. Hall's Catarrh
Cure, manufactured by P. J. Cheney &
PILES CUR .D JN 6 TO 14 DAYS
Co., Toledo, O., contains no mercury,
PAZOOINTMKNT
is gunranteed to cure
and is taken internally, acting direct- any ease of
Itching, Blind Bleeding or Proly upon the blood and mucous surface truding Piles in 6 to 14 clays or money reof the system. In buying Hall's Catarrh funded. 60c.
Cure be sure you get the genuine. It
is taken internally and made in Toledo, Ohio, by F. J. Cheney & Co. Testimonials free.
Sold by druggists. Price, 75c per
&
bottle.
Take Hall's Family Pills for
Telephone No 14b Red

Wood

RATON
YANKEE

Screened

CERRILLO

Undertaker and Embalmer

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smiihirg Coal.
bawed Wood and Kindling,

MONTFZCMA

Near

AVENUE
Lepot.

CEEAM

Stesm Coal.

Telephone 85

PT TTUT71?

MILK

RESIDENOH!

NIGH

II

C

PICTURE

A T C Given Careful

DUTl 1

PHONE "tjW

FRAMING

Personal Attention
pen 1lrt
offioh
PHONE

CO
00

TASTEFULLY

AND

SATISFACTORILY

DONE.

MRS. OTTO RETSCH.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

A. T. & S. K.

J. D.'MULLIGAN

FRESH EGGS

Lump

3

Send for Prospectus

Studies resumed September 1st.
BROTHER HERMES. President

--

WHOLESALE
AND .RETAIL

commercial
literary
& SCIENTIFIC

Conrses

Every Description of work in our line done to order
Beware of Ointment for Catarrh That Agent of the National Mortgage and
1
Bond Co.
Contain Mercury,
liAMUi iiKADS MOUNTED
as mercury will surely destroy the
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty
.

christian brothers

Telephone 85

TRY OUR

Ct

lea
Also Good lot Chickens
Groifl

SOLE AGENTS

Alfalfa

M

PRETTY

fixed fS THESE PEOPLE ARE
N0W MA W TOO GOOD TO ME
!

p

-

'Mil

H

lfTflF
t(M&:J
3

Y0Jt-SMi
SU5PXQ0"

THAT WAGON
JA ANDMIGHTY

FOR

7WMJ
k VWMAv
0 WP i)
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International Stock Food
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

Ftar, Hay,

LEO HERSCH

Grain, Potatoes,

Salt anfl Seeds
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE

mm

n AMrkunc
RIghtPriees

Right Goods
Right Servieo

n.

c

n..,,,,

.1

imniunti itwhih,.,

TOfiTZ watches

MANUFACTURER

of

fuirYlfAM
hni WnlV mi
rlLluRCLt
wm

nWELRY

m

r

T.....
caicu ana
Fitted by Up-tuaie methods

Cut Glass, China and Silverware

345 San Francisco St.

SANTA FE, N. M.

mm
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IS THE QUALITY!

unless the drugs are of the perfect quality, fresh,
patent and pure
...,.......v. uvi v...6 iu Fruuu-- e me results
us nil your prescriotions
iet
and satisfaction is assured you. FACILITY and expected,
KNOWLEDGE with the right kind and

1
jl?
nil
place
wMvo ui uiuS- a- in vi i- - an
jruui presenpuon Dusiriess.
f--

mtirro-.T4--

A

THERE'S SAFETY. TOO,
JN TRADING HERE

-

"

-

-

OK'S PHARMACY
PHONE NO 218

PAGE

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN'. SANTA FF.. N. M.

FRI JAY, NOVEMBER 26, 1909.
REDUCTION IN UNCLE
SAM'S LUMBER PRODUCTION.
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ESSES

New Mexico Military Institute

Little Care Will Save Many Santa
Nevertheless
Fe Readers Future Trouble.

A

it Still Exceeds Half a
Billion Dollars in Value Each
Year Yellow Pine Leads.

Watch the kidney secret:ons.
See that they have the amber hue
of health;
Washington. D. C, Nov. 2C WashThe discharges not excessive or inington, tMiisiana, Mississippi, Arkanfrequent;
sas and Wisconsin, in the order named,
like" sedi- constitute the bi five in
Contain no "brick-dus- t
producing the
ment.
lumber supply whose valucountry's
Doan's Kidney Pills will do this for ation for last
year runs far above the
you.
billion dollar mark. Texas. Michhalf
i
Thy watch the kidneys and cure igan, Oregon, Minnesota and Pennsylthem when they're sick.
vania came after the first five states
Alberto Garcia, Galisteo Street, Sanand
others followed in decreasing
ta Ke, X. M says: "I deem it a amounts
down to Utah, the lowest on
pleasure to corroborate the public the list, with Nevada and North Dastatement I cave in favor of Doan's
little timbered area, not
Kidney Pills about seven years ago. kota, having
at
rated
all.
I found them to be an excellent remWhile the total valuation of the lum-- i
edy and I have never hesitated to
vouch for their merit since then when ber. lath and shingle production reachan opportunity has presented itself. ed $541,545,040, this amount repreper
For two years I was in bad shape from sents a decrease of twenty-threbackache and kidney trouble and cent under the previous year's output.
when Doan's
Kidney Pills were The number of mills reiorting was
and these manufactured
brought to my notice, I resolved to
board feet of lumber, valued at
try them. I procured a box at Stripling, Burrows & Co.'s drug store and $510,575,822 and 2.980.084,000 lath valthey not only drove away the back- ued at $0,791,328, while the shingle
12.100.483,000
ache, but regulated the passages of makers turned out
the kidney secretions and toned up shingles valued at $24,178,490. The
my entire system. When my back average value of lumber at the point
3ias bothered me during the ast two o? manufacture was $15.37 a thousand
and a half years, I have at once tak-e- fret, $2.27 a thousand for lath and
Doan's Kidney Pills and they have $2.00 a thousand for shingles.
never failed to bring the desired
Yellow nine of the south which has
been
far in the lead in the lumber proFor sale by all dealers. Price 50
duction for more than a decade, more
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United than maintained its supremacy last
year, contributing slightly more than
States.
thirty-threper cent of the total cut
name
Doan's and
Remember the
from all kinds. Douslas fir of the
take no other.
northwest ranked second and white
kinds showon
If you want anytnnig
earth try pine third. Practically all
decreased
and for
ed
marked
cut,
a
a New Mexican want "ad."
the first three kinds of timber there
was a falling off of fifteen, twenty-twOak
and thirty per cent, respectively.
Ornamental Doors
and hemlock maintained their relative
rinn.imrr.w.c
ranks, but showed decreases of
lgit.Trni.iny-ive
I
per cent each in amount pro'MXWWuryf' I

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
Point of tht 8outhwct."
Army Ofl cers Detailed by War Department.
Array Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
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WWf "
fir"'

twenty-f-

one-fift- h

sui-plie-

d

h

are made to perfection from our white pine, followed by Wisconsin
fifteen per cent and New
Lumber) because the wood is with about with
ten per cent. An inHampshire
and
in
perfect every particular
of the report is that
feature
teresting
of
free from every imperfection
two New England states, Maine and
cracks
and warpings.
!kaots,
produced more white
Every foot of it is thoroughly Massachusetts,
which for many
than
Michigan,
pine
seasoned, dried and shrunk, so years led the country in producing
it can be absolutely relied upon
this valuable timber.
by carpentsrs and builders, and
Oak lumber manufactured new centwide-awaarchi- ers in Kentucky, West Virginia and
all sensible,
tects hereabouts particularly Tennessee. Wisconsin conies first in
mention our Lumber in their the production of hemlock, taking the
position held by Pennsylvania for so
specifications.
reke

Charles W. Dudrow

many years. Although the lumber
port bulletin, which is free, by the

NEW MEXICO COLLEGE
AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS
MESILLA PARK, N. MEX.
school whose aim is to prepare young men and women
for practical life under modern conditions. Complete
College courses are offered in Agriculture, in Mechanical
Engineering and in Household Economics. Also short courses in Practical Mechanics and Agriculture, courses in Stenography, and a four year preparatory
and

C'vil

Electrical

rjourse. Expenses are low and there are many opportunities
for self support.
For Catalogue and further information, address the President

W. E.

Garrison,

Agricultural College, N. Mex

1

Few Livery earn

B

at Lowitzki's old Stand

Hacks

For Hire
SINGLE RIGS, SDRRIES
& SADDLE

No

310 San Francisco St.

H0KSE3

CALLS ANSWERED
DAY

OR SIGHT

parsons with contagious disease allowed in our hacks

We will give you prompt and efficient
service and solicit a part of your trade
We keep one hack for calls only

pir Williams & Rising
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READ THE LABEL

Buy only baking powder whose label indicates cream of tartar

war. contains

fifty-seve-

n

Kives detailed figure" upon

and value of

forty-fiv- e

pases, and FRIEND STOLE COFFIN,
FLOWER AND CANDELABRA.
the quality

kinds of

0J0 CALIEfiTE

HOT SPRINGS.

These celebrated Hot Spring are
located In the midst of the Ancient
miles west
Cliff Dwellings, twenty-fiv- e
of Santa
north
miles
of Taos, and fifty
Bar-incfrom
miles
twelve
P"e, and about
Station, on the Denver and Rio
Grande Railroad, !rom which point a
laily line of stage runs to the springs.
The temperture of these waters is
from 90 to 122 degres. The gases are
carbonic. Altitude 6,000 feet. Climate
.he entire
fery dry and delightful
year round. There is now a commod-lon- c
hotel for the convenience of invalids and tourists. People suffeing
from consumption, cancer, and other
3mtagious diseases, are not accepted.
'Tiese waters contain 1,626.24 grains
of alkaline salts U the gallon, being
o

lum-

Poor Felipe Vasquez Had to Have a
Second Funeral Outfit Before He
Was Buried.
San Antonio, Tex., Nov. 26. Here
js a jUe story that Comes from the
capjlai 0f Mexico, the city in which
strange things have happened. Felipe
Vasquez. mixture of 'wo of the
est races that ever designed to honor
Earth, yclept, Castilian and Aztec, had
after a life of more or less usefulness,
decided to say good-by- e
to the vale of
tears, and the Mexican federal district.
As he lay in state in a room that had
j for
.
many years been his domicile, his
an ad- Factional Trouble Among the Hopi fripnds realed themselves in
1
ucua- me
uwumi
ui'iiumnu.
Villages s of Several Years'
was
ana
ion
a
sad
rather
lugubrious
Standing, it Seems.
M:inv u run
mif mfirrimpnt run liisrVi
.20Nov.
N.
M.,
Albuquerque,
ffed and
.as
,et La CalTap.Ua
Superintendent Reuben Perry of the
et ag
caga ,n qmBt0TL is
United States Indian school here hasname(lf
ech0pd wjh thp pea,s of ,augll.
been ordered by the Indian depart-jte- r
Xot that the mourners were glad
meuito go.atoncetoinenopivwai;ei that Hermano Pepe had at ,agt said
in northern Arizona to try to effect aa((os. (Q them Far from t But w,th
settlement of the factional trouble that the mus of Castile and Monteunia any
has made, Oraibi and neighboring 0(.casion ls flt t0 be honored wih lnerri.
pueblos so unsafe for white men that n.en
a number of missionaries and trades-- j
All went well until the mourner who
men have been compelled to take their
had mourned loudest, quietly disai
Te-- ;
families and leave the country.
;
or the Rising Sun, the,'lf:ared. Bye and bye the merriment and
lamentations
had alterwhich
the
.
chief troublemaker, has returned from nuto tr
inrliiltrnH tin nvoii' enmo.
liitjr
"
a three years' exile at Sherman Instistale to the palates of the wak- tute whither he was sent to get him what
' .
out of the way three years ago andJ
educate him into more peaceable chamber to bid the deceased good-wayInstead this, the Indian has
met their sight. The
leader night. Horror
threatened
been
chamber
had
a bower of flowers,
J.
ot a small faction that he drove out. ' the coffin had been
nicely decked and
of Oraibi three years ago, with direi
unlace ha onrf hia hntl1 l(aVf- candelabra threw a flickering lightuutr wiiuit;. ijul
iiu, nuwcia, iaiiat once; and the white men have been uvci
coffin and most of the vestdelabra,
interif
threatened with violence
they
ments of poor Hermano Felipe had
fere in the ejection.
ftf ranncinfr tioaAf n 11 V
tvnni '
.'
Three years ago,
m tn uvmrlon nrt1 ,lvfl npii that wnc fn
and his followers were driven forth be
his last resting place, Felipe sat
from Oraibi In the dead of winter and iu
a chair. His widow looked at him
were about to freeze to death when
and fell into a swoon of some duration,
Perry, who has great influence with while the other female mourners gave
the Hopis, appeared on the scene and
to hysterics.
hi- - Hinf rP hia niithnritv and thp nrp-- ! way
men urn noi ieei very reas- we
in
took
matter!
the
emptory stand
oui
si'.urea
ueing nomores 01 sieei
forced the sullen victors to allow the
to search every nook
nerves
began
they
half frozen braves of
to come back to the pueblo. Seven- of the house, thinking that some one,
teen of the malcontents were sent to perhaps, had played a practical joke
for theree years; seventy bad ones on poor Felipe. But of casket, canwere sentenced to seventy days hard delabra, flowers and vestments not a
labor on the reservation and eleven trace was found. The only clue to
were sent to Carlisle Indian school, tneir disappearance was furnished by
one of these men being Carlisle's a gendarme who had seen two men
crack marathon runner. The children carry the outfit, past him, up the casa.
were placed in school, the education of There was nothing else to do but a
the youth beins one of the rocks on new fuenral outfit. This was done
afwhich the natives had split. This was and Hermano Felipe was two hours
foreto
ter
his
schedule
time,
gathered
believed to have permanently settled
the trouble but Incarceration and exile fathers. Poor Felipe.
appears to have had no effect on the
hostiles who have returned home more ALBUQUERQUE FAIR
IS OUT OF DEBT.
determined than ever to put a crimp
in the innovations of the white men to
whom
and his band More Than $17,000 Were Raised of
Which $7,000 Was By Subare favorable. The third faction which
was actively hostile to the white men
scription.
three years ago is composed of the folThe Territorial Fair Association has
lowers of
who lives six the sum of $3.93 to its credit after all
miles from Oraibi.
bill are paid according to the full reSuperintendent Perry leaves in a port of the secretary completed yesterday or two to see what effect his good day. The management of the thirtieth
offices will have a second time in annual fair next year can accordingly
bringing about a peace agreement be- start out with a clean slate and neartween the factions which will be car- ly four dollars to begin its fair on.
ried out more faithfully than the la,st
Secretary McManus' report shows
past.
total subscriptions of $6,946.58; receipts from privileges, $818.50; gate
TEXAS TEACHERS START
and grand stand receipts $4,456.25;
OLD AGE PENSION FUND. $618.15 from the carnival company;
San Antonio, Tex., Nov. 26. Teach- $1,095 from horse race entrance fees;
ers of San Antonio and Bexar county $475 from the Montezuma ball and
are In favor of creating for themselves miscellaneous collections amounted to
an old age pension fund. At a meet- $2,795.19. Total receipts, $17,204.67.
On the disbursement side, the race
ing held in Brackenridge grammar
school the matter was extensively dis- meet cost $5,912.20; the baseball tourcussed and preliminary steps were nament $2,201.25;
advertising and
taken. The movement is suDnorted printing, $1,411.23; Montezuma ball,
unanimously and it Is hoped by the $523.25; music, $593; premiums, '
that , ultimately every 053.01; making all the disbursements,
pedagogues
J $17,200.75;
teacher in the state will join it,.
balacen in bank. $3.93.
I

en

the richest alkalln Hot Springs in tht
world. The efficiency of these waters
has been thoroughly
tested by th
miraculous cures attested to In the
following diseases: Paralysis, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright's
Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic
and Mercurial Affections.
Scrofula,
Catarrh, La Grippe, all Female Complaints, etc. Board, lodging and bathing $2.50 per day; $15 per week; $50
per month.
Stage meete Denver
trains and waits for Santa Fe train
This resort is attracupon request.
tive at all seasons and is open all
winter. Passengers for Ojo Calient
can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m. and
reach Ojo Caliente at 5 p. m., the
same day. For further particular

address:

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

proud-assista-

'

OF

Through Academic course, preparing young
men for coilejre or fur biilnes life. Great
location
amount nf open air work.
of any Military School In the Union. Locaied
o the beautiful
Pmco Valley
the garden
VVet
an
the
of 3.700
of
at
e'evalior,
spot
feet above sea level, sunshine everv day, but
Hue rain or snow during session.
K'eveo Officers and Instructcs, al! graduates from statdard eastern colleges. Tec
buildings, throughly furnished, heated, lighted
and modern lr all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, 1'resldent; W
G. Hamlltou, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
A Fllyan
For particular and Illustrated catalogue
address.
COL. IAS. W. WILLtOK,

it

til
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ber manufactured in the United States
last year. The work on it was conducted under the supervision of a comduced, and spruce dropped eighteen
mittee of four, consisting of W. M.
cent.
per
manu- Louisiana was the heaviest producer Steuart, chi?f statistician for
E.
J.
Whelchel, expert
of yellow pine lumber, supplying near- facturers and
bu- of the total production. chief of division, representing the
ly
R.
S.
reau of the census, and
Kellogg,
Texas, Mississippi, Arkansas and Alaforester and A. H. Pierson.
bama followed in the order named.
forest assistant, representing the
The state of Washington, alone,
of the United States forest service.
more than three-fiftDouglas fir cut, while the bulk of the
remainder came from Oregon, Minne- SUPERINTENDENT PERRY
WILL MAKE PEACE.
sota produced about a third of the
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33,224,-309,00-
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Wells Fargo & Company
Express
General Express Forwarders
TO

411

Parts of the World.

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Farg d
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United! State3. Canada. Mexico
and all Foreign Countries.
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

0. BARNES. Aoent

J.

f

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surrics, Saddle Horses

Call up

'Phone 9

When In Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished

"e

RATES RIGHT.
6m Caspar Aveirat

OUR MOTTO;

Sk.

CHAS. CLOSSON
To have the Best of Everything In Our Line

F. SFIEGELBEfiQ,
Indian and Mexican
Wares and Curios.

Blankets, Baskets, Wax, Feather and Linen Drawn Work.
Opals, Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gems.

527 San Franoisoo St.

SANTA FE,

N. M.

ONLY TWO WEEKS SALE
SPECIAL
of the finest

Embroideries

i White Goods

EVER SHOWN IN THIS CITY.

LATEST AND NEWlSST

ALL OP THE VERY.
PATTERNS AND DESIGNS

INSPECTION IS RESPECTFULLY SOLICITED

nn
Annie cm inMAM nov nnnnc
nuuu
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FGE

FOUR.

THE b..NT.

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.

i

THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
PAUL A. F. WALTER
FRANK P. STURGESEditor and President.
JOHN K. STAUFFER. Secretary-Treasure-

j
-

Vice-Preside-

r.

Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postoffice.
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
25
Daily per week by carrier
75
Daily, per month, by carrier
65
Dally, per month, by mail
7.00
Dully, per year, by mail

Daily, six months, by mall
Weekly, per year
Weekly, six months
Weekly, per quarter

-

M

their children in order that they can
better protect them and we ask that
the attention of the saloon keepers
be called to the fact that these violations will not long be endured, so
they may set their houses in order or
take the consequences of corrupting
the younger generation of the com-

KM CAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

g R.

'.

...

Capital Stock,
$150,000
and
Undivided
Profits, 75,000
Surplus

a
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THE

Cuisine and
Table Service

Lrtrge Sample
Room for Com- -

Unexcelled

,

,

G. VCLNEY HOWARD,

Attorney and Counseler at Law
Practices in all courts of Territory
Speaks Spanish.

'Phone 192 Black.
Rooms 18 and 19,
Laughlin Block
Santa Fe, N. M.
RENEHAN

HOLT

.

&

SUTHERLAND,

Practic in the District Courts as
well as before the Supreme Court of

Socorro

.

-

New Mexico

-

-

-

New Mexico

WILLIAM McKEAN,

WASHINGTON AVENUE

Attorney-at-Law-

.

Mining and Land Law.
New Mexico
NORTHCUTT & ROBERTS,
G. Northcutt,
C. J. Roberts,

AMERICAN AND

EUROPEAN PLAN Jesse

lallSii

DAVIES.
K. P. Davits,

Attorneys-at-La-

Taos

4l

&.

A. B. Renehan,

Attorney-at-La-

Attorneys-at-Law-

.

Offices: Raton, N. M., and
dad, Colorafio.

Trial'

G. W. PRICHARD,

HOTEL
J. E. LACOME,

Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law- .
Practices in all the District Courts
and gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Blk. Santa Fe, N. M.
GEORGE w. BARBER,

Proprietor
Commodious Sample Rccm
Long Distance Telephone Station.

Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law- .
Practices in the District Court and
Supreme Courts of the Territory.
Prompt attention given to all business.

Lincoln County

-

New Mexico

EDWARD C. WADE,
Attorney-at-La-

Steam Heated: Electric
Lighted, Every Room

1

Practices in the Supreme and District Courts of the Territory, in the
Probate Courts and before the U. S.
Surveyor General and U. S. Land

FIRST CLASS CAFE
IN CONNECTION

a Good One,

'

Offices.

FHES8 TEE BUTTON WE

Las Cruces

THE REST.

DO

-

-

New Mexico

C. W. G. WARD,

Territorial District Attorney.
For San Miguel and Mora counties.
Las Vegas
New Mexice

AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN PLAN

CORONADO

THE

Iirst Cla.es XSestau.xaaa.t

RATES 50c and up
OPEN Day & Nijrht

W. A. FLEMING JONES,
Bonds and Investments.
U. S. Commissioner for the Third
Judicial District of New Mexico.
L- - Cruces
New Mexio
Eastern and local bank references.

HOTEL

iaa.

HERRERA Prop,
Santa Fe New Mexico- -

G. LUPE

C

H.
UTMAM,
U. S. Court Commissioner

First Hess Etfl ItcraiWy Up -To - Bate

:,

HOTEL MODERN
CORNER

Hot and Cold Water

In Every Room

DON GASPAR AND WATER STREET

Spacious Sample Fooms'
For Commercial Travelers

and

Conveyancer.
LOANS AND REAL ESTATE.
Correspon .ents" asking information
concerning the Territory of New Mexico promptly answered
Texlco
New Mexico

,3

;

Steam Heat
Electric Light,
Modern Baths.

R. W. WITTMAN,

.,,,.r
Draftsman.
Copies furnished of records on file
U, S. Surveyor General's Office.
Santa" Fe, '
,
New Mexico.
w

'

:

.'.

NEEL & COOPER,
i, Robt. L. Cooper.

Geo. M. Neel.:

Graduate Irrigation Engineers,
Surveys, plans, maps, estimates,
construction, water supply and duly.
Office: Catron Block, Santa Fe. N. M.
HERE IS A VERY

EXCEPTIONAL

JOHN K. STAUFFER,
Notary Public.
. New Mexico
Santa Fe . ,
Office with the New Mexican Printing Company.

OPPORTUNITY

EVERYTHING AT ONE HALF PRiCE
oSfuBTi"

CHRISTMAS1

TIME TABLE OF
LOCAL TRAINS

BEST LINE
SILVER FILIGREE
WORK EVER DISPLAYED IN SANTA PUS
OF GOLD AND

Denver and Rio Grande Railroad.

Don't

Excellent Assortments of

to
Call
and

Burned Leather Goods
Bnrned Wooden Placques
ill Kinds ofurawn Work
leather Pillows Tops

'

Inspect

Train leaves lor, the north at

a. m.

Many

other

p.

articles
that
attract

'

,

10: JS

:

Train arrives from 'the north at
'
m.

4

-

New Mexico Central.

Train leaves Santa Fe at 1:45. ;
Train arrives at Santa Fe at 6; 25.

Santa Fe Railroad.
to connect
with Nos. 10 and from the south and
west, and No. 3 from the east at La:- J
unction.
Arrives at Santa Fe 11:10 a. m.
Leaves Santa Te at 4:20 to
with No. 1 from east. Arrives 6:50 p. m
joeaves santa Fe 7:20 to connect
with 7 and 9 from the east
$ from the west Arrives 11:10
p. m.

Leave Santa. Fe

i

THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO

j; S,
301-30- 3

CAN DELARIO Proprietor

San Francisco Bt.

Santa Fe, N,

;

M.

.

-

CATRON & CATRON,
Counsellort-at-Law- .
Office: Catron Block.
Santa Fe
New Mexico

Attorneys and

Practices in the Supreme and District Courts of the Territory. Office:

mercial Travelers

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

Attorney-at-Law- .

H. M. DOUGHERTY,

the West

in

un

Land and Mining business a specialty.
Santa Fe
New Mexico

the Territory.
Las Cruces

W'LLIAM VAUGHN PROP,;

the Best Hotel

vew

Attorneys-at-Law-

PALACE HOTEL

One of

.

Practice in the Supreme and District Courts. Mining and Land Law a
specialty. Office in Catron Block.
Santa Fe
New Mexico

d

be-in- g

Attorney-at-Law-

Santa Fe

CHARLES F. EASLEY,
(Late Surveyor General)

Transacts a general banking business in all its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customer.
Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
of money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
as are given by any money transmiting agency public or
private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of three
per cent per annum, on six months' or years' time. Liberal
advances made on consignments of livestock and products,
The bank executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line,
and aims tc extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound hankiing. Safeiy deposit boxes lior rent. The patronage of the
public is respecfully solicited.

(

one-thir-

PAUL A. F. WALTER,

Practice in the District and Supreme Cojrts. Prompt and careti.l
attention given xo all business.
Santa Fe
New Mexico

'

I

ATTORNEYS AT LAW.

E. C. ABBOTT,
Attorney-at-Law- .

The Oldest Banking Institution in
New Mexico. Established in 1370

corn-peopl- e

n,

B. READ,

OF SANTA FE.

j

1

Professional Cards

Cashier.
Assistant Cashier.

H. VASSSSM,

me nrst national ifaeic

....$3.75

j

J.
J.

President

PALES,

L. A. HUGHES,

munity."

.... 2.00 ISOLATED ofCASE OF DESTITUTION.
and isolated
Reports
sporadic
.... 1.00 cases
of destitution continue to reach
.75
. . . .
the Xew Mexican from eastern New
Mexico. It prints two such letters toOFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
but such cases are not typical of
day,
The New Mexican Is the oldest new spaper in New Mexico. It Is sent to
Xew Mexico at all, except that
eastern
very postoffica in the Territory, and has a large anJ growing circulation
be aggravated by the fact
may
they
among the intelligent and progresstre people of the Southwest.
that the new settlers have not yet become homogeneous. Coming together
- Msv
from all parts of the country, it is a
; case of each man
grubbing for himself.
j who
meets these requirements Presi-Th- e ; Similar cases of destitution have oc
THE VOICE OF THE PEOPLE.
comments of the press, should dent Taft has made no mistake. His curred from time immemorial in every
be an indication of the views of the long residence in the territory,
in every rural district and even
years ago, has city,
on the appointment of Chief mencing twenty-fou- r
in the portions of Xew Mexico settled
Justice Mills to the governorship, made him perfectly familiar with the many
years ago, but there each comEven the Democratic Albuquerque Tri-- People of New Mexico. Collect ively,
each neighborhood looks after
munity,
and
knows
he
needs
comtheir
wishes,
although it salts its
own
one case, or half a dozen
its
poor;
Indiment with slurs on the present and their merits and shortcomings.
cases, or even a dozen cases are not
and
their
character
knows
he
of
vidually
past administrations, speaks well
made the
of an appeal to the
the new appointee. It says among reputation, political and otherwise, governmentsubject
or an outburst through the
He
ambitions
their
deserts.
and
their
other things:
newspapers. Xew Mexico, it is true, is
"The wheel has rolled around, and is not an outsider coming among behind other commonwealths in the
and
unknown,
Dame Fortune has cast her lot in the strangers, unknowing
a friend with a list of acquaint- matter of organized effort or in the auchoice of governor of Xew Mexico, but
thorities looking after the destitute,
ances
by but few, if any, the
causing the President of the United of the equalled men
indigent, the crippled, the paupof the territory.
public
Slates to select Hon. William J. Mills,
but a start has been made by
ers,
in
He
has
that
interest
always taken
rhipf inutipp ' of tli territory for 12
Governor
Curry providing work on the
,
, politics that should be found in ev
j... ",,.,,!
roads
the men who can not tide
for
a
man
to
be
who aspires
called
the territory, to succeed Governor ery
over the winter on their farms and can
good citizen, though, of course, politi- not find work to
Curry.
do. The Xew Mexical activity has been denied him durcan also believes that rich counties
"Governor Mills is a good man,
his long years of service on the
ing
lik.i those of Quay, or Union, or Guadstands high, especially so bench. His
legal training and experias a true, steadfast friend. He believes ence at the bar, rounded out
alupe, or Eddy, or Chaves, will not let
three
by
any
in the law that a man who cannot be a successful terms
worthy man or woman suffer for
as chief justice,
the immediate needs of the body, for
true friend is not a good citizen, and have
to
him
weigh public food
taught
or warm clothing. Among the
much less a patriot. In this respect he
questions, to judge between the real
Roose50,000 or more honieseekers who have
is very much like
sincerdifferentiate
to
and the false,
settled on the public lands in eastern
velt: he will stick to his friends.
approbaity from hypocrisy, honest
Xew
Xew Mexico the past three years,
man
in
"He is a very strong
abiltion
from
His
legal
sycophancy.
Mexico, also very influential at head- - itv is a. matter of common knowledge. there are necessarily some, perhaps,
quarters in Washington. He may have iis inte,.jtv hag never been questlon many, who came with a wrong idea of
his enemies, like anybody else, but we; ed Re .g
a buslness the difficulties they would have to
e.emlnenll
believe he is going to give Xew Mex man, a man of affairs, familiar with j face, who were without adequate
ico a good administration and will not and well able to handle financial mat- - means-tgive them the necessary.
who
knew nothing of scientific
do anything against the best interests ters. It is in
start;
large part clue to his
and thought all tliey would
of the territory and her upbuilding to
farming
counand
the
advice
that
suggestions
the highest standard of good citizen- ties embraced in his district are to- need to do to become rich farmers is
to file on 1C0 acres, put the seed into
account
on
of political prejudice.
ship
day on a sound financial basis and his
the soil in a
"Governor Mills is a man of affairs, administration will
manner, sit
certainly be mark- down and watchhaphazard
a business man in the highest sense of ed
it
until
the hargrow
of
a
businesslike
by
management
vest time and then put their crops on
the word, and understands the value of territorial affairs.
the market at top notch prices, living
a business administration, as well as a
"Judsre Mills did not. seek the posi- in comfort from
successful one in other resnocts.
the
until the
tion. His appointment is a rare ex- next harvest. But proceeds
whatever
the
"It has been more than sixteen years
cause,
of an office seeking the man.
there is enough chanty, enough public
since a man who had been a judge on ample
Xot even his closest friends
were
in New Mexico to prevent
1he, bench has been governor of Xew
aware until the last few days that spiritedness
Mexico. L. Bradford Prince, who had
any one who is helpless from starving
his name was being considered
in or from
freezing and all that needs to
previously occupied a position on the connection
with
the
governorship.
be done by worthy subjects is to fall
was
bench
of
apthe territory,
supreme
His
as chief justice upon the local and
authorities
pointed governor of the territory by was taken for
He will enter and the charitable county
granted.
ot the
more
than
President Harrison
twenty
organizations
upon his new duties with the united larger nearby towns for assistance.
years ago and was succeeded over sixof his own political party and But
this applies only to worthy cases,
teen years ago by Governor Thornton. support
with
the
good wishes of the people not to those who are
Ten years before he was appointed, as
needy because of
a whole. His appointment is an laziness or shiftlessness
or drunkenGovernor Prince was made chief jushonor to himself and to the territory." ness, but those who
need work and
tice of the supreme court of the terri
will take whatever work is offered
tory and now another chief justice of
GRAND
JURIES them, and those women and children,
the supreme court of the territory is j TWO OTHER
SPEAK OUT.
who having no relatives, are sick and
to become governor. The determinaA short time ago, the grand jury cannot work.
tion of the President to appoint a man
of judicial training to the position of of the district court for Eddy county,
The lumber production of the United
governor eliminated most of the aspir- raised a breeze by recommending that
ants to the position, some of whom Carlsbad give its citizens an opportu- States annually exceeds in value half
would doubtless have made good exe- nity to vote on local option, at the a billion dollars. New Mexico makes
cutives. The advantages of a legal same time pointing out that the sa- a modest contribution to the whole,
training in a position like that of the loon was the cause of the greater pari but compared with the timber cut in
governor of New Mexico are apparent of the crime, especially murders, in states like Washington, Louisiana,
and, other things being equal, the man the county. Now comes the grand Mississippi, Arkansas, Wisconsin, Texwho has served on the bench should jury of Lincoln county, with a similar as, Michigan, Oregon, Minnesota and
make the best executive.
report, giving strong proof of the Pennsylvania which rank in produc"Judge Mills has the ability and the trend of public opinion in eastern Xew tion in the order named, New Mexico
experience to make a good governor. Mexico, a trend, which the poltical cuts very little timber at all, although
The opportunity is here for him to leaders that are wise, will recognize on the ether hand, it cuts much more
make a record. The undertaking is f. nd not oppose openly. Says the Lin- than do Utah, Nevada and North Danot an unimportant one. It is not one coln county grand jury:
kota, the last two having hardly any
for a weak man or a man who is not
"The grand jury of Lincoln county timber at all. The average value- of
experienced in the affairs of govern- in its report to the court, recently lumber at the point of production was
ment.
delivered, has the following to say of $15.37 a thousand feet. More than
"The judicial mind of the governor booze and
of all the lumber cut was yel" 'The knife and
will serve him to avoid all these petty
gun, encouraged by low pine. Douglas fir ranked second
pitfalls and snares and will assist him the liberal use of strong drink, have and white pine third. Maine and
in giving the territory a clean and been responsible for much crime and Massachusetts, strange to say,- - probusiness like administration which is disorder during the period covered by duce more white pine than Michigan
needed more than anything else at this our investigations. The
practice of which until recently led the country
time. A business like administration selling liquor to habitual drunkards in production. Of the hard woods
!'of the affairs of the territory would and those already half drunk, who, oak and hemlock lead, Kentucky, West
be of more value to Xew Mexico now are a menace or a nuisance in the Virginia and Tennessee leading in the
than statehood or anything else. It is community, cannot be too strongly production of oak and Wisconsin
needed to assist in the development condemned. The man behind the
first in hemlock production, passof the territory and the development crime is often almost as guilty as the ing Pennsylvania which formerly led.
of the territory means statehood.
miserable wretch who suffers the But in all the lumber production, the
"Judge Mills has an opportunity be- penalty of the law for his vicious noteworthy fact Is that it is far less
fore him. He has the ability to make weakness. We are of opinion that if than it was the year before and that
the most of it. We believe he will be the law had been enforced by the the nation is bein to husband its rethe governor who puts New Mexico on county and precinct officers two ho sources inhat given direction.
;
, business .basis."
micides would have been averted, and
The repcrt that a French colony is
The Las Vegas Optic, Chief Justice the county spared the expense of into locate on public lands near Santa
Mills' home paper, which ought to vestigating and
offendthe
prosecuting
know him best, says editorially:
ers. One of these cases occurred on Rosa is an encouraging one. The
Frenchmen will be the right sort of
"In conversation with certain citi- a Sunday.' "
colonists.
In earlier days, French
zens of New Mexico, Secretary of the
The Chaves county grand jury is
Interior Richard A. Ballinger is un- much of the same mind, although Eddy priests and French immigrants who
derstood to have stated that he con- and Chaves counties are Democratic, settled at Bernalillo, at Santa Fe and
sidered the present as a most critical while Lincoln county is Republican. in the southern Rio Grande valley set
of industry and thrift that
period in New Mexico's history inas- Says the Chaves county jury in its re- examples
had a splendid Influence on the resimuch as the approach of statehood port to Judce M. C. Mechem:
dent population. They planted vinebrings new problems and novel re"We find after full Investigation
imported fruit trees of the
sponsibilities, and that for that rea- that the saloons of this county are yards,
son both he and President. Taft were indiscriminately selling intoxicating finest grades, planted orchards and
demonstrated that a small farm intenparticularly anxious to select as gov- liquors to minors and pupils of edu- sively cultivated
will yield greater reman
ernor a
whose character, train- cational instutions. On account of
turns than a vast acreage only indiffing and experience fit him to serve as the dispostion of the minors to erently tended.
i
,,.
guide through the hitherto unexplored shield the violators of this law we
paths of political independence. Presi- have been unable to find sufficient
The
fair has paid every
dent Taft, it is reported, further add- proof in any case to justify indict- cent ofAlbuquerque
its indebtedness. It cost more
ed that the new appointee should be ments; but the grand jury wishes to than
$17,000, of which $7,000 was from
a man of legal training and with inform the people of Roswell that the direct
subscriptions, but.it was worth
Judicial experience. Both of them saloons of the city are morally in- every cent
of 'it to tBe. city, its busisaw clearly the importance of nam- dicted for the corruption of the youth ness men and to the
Territory at large.
ing a man whose hand would bo of the community, because they are A business man, who ought to know
steady on the helm, whose vision wilfully aiding and helping the down- whereof he speaks, says that the fair
clear, and whose character would in fall of the children of some of the was worth more than, $100,000 this
spire respect and confidence in the best citizens of the community. We
year to Albuquerque business men and
.
I,..,..
desire the parents of this city to
people he is to lead.
it was therefore a good, investment for
"In selecting Judge Mills as the an know the- danger that lies in wait for the $7,000 directly subscribed.
bune-Citize-

j.
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THE 15 YEAR OLD BOY

$50,000

Capital

TRUST

Santa Fe,

j

Mrs. C. A. Berleth has left for Denver and other Colorado points to visit
her children.
Attorney Ceneial Frank V.'. Clancy
is expected to return from Albuquerque tonight.
Paris Gordon, a traveling man from
Denver, Felling a line of drugs, is a
guest at the Palace.
Captain Fre.l Fcrnoff of the mounted police, is expected home from
Santa Rosa tonight.
A. H. Case, a mining man from
San Pedro, southern Santa Fe county, is a guest at the Palace.
Mrs. J. H. Hatch, who was stenographer in the office of the surveyor
general, left yesterday for El Pa.'O.
Anthony Dockweiler, Jr.. is in on
a visit from Cowles, the mining camp
miles east of Santa Fe.
twenty-fivJudge M. C. Mechem of Socorro, is
at Roswey, holding court during the
absence'of Judge William IT. Pope.
A. Mennett, grocery salesman from
Las Vegas, was here yesterday on a
brief visit being on his way home.
C. H. Vaughan, of Beaver Fans,
in
the sightseers
Pa., is among
town. He is stopping at the Palace.
M. J. Seaton, a Kansas City traveling man, is selling a line of general
merchandise, is stopping at the Palace.
Hon. M. R. Otero, register of the
land office, has returned from Albuquerque where he spent Thanksgiving.
H. CI. Vaughan, a traveling man
from Paducah, Ky., is calling on his
customers. He is a guest at the
Claire.
J. E. Sullivan, who travels out of
Denver, is here on a regular visit
selling plumber's supplies. He is a

H.

G. FRANKLIN

FLICK.

FRANKLIN FLICK

G.

President.

W. S. DAVIS.

W. S. DAVIS, Cashiei.

N. B. LAUGHLIN

W. E. GRIFFIN, Asst. Cashier

J.

LtSK
Will roast

B. LAMY

R. H. HANNA

FREDERICK MULLER

THE WEST FOR THE WEST.
Company

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
A

BER6ERE, Manacer for New Mexico.

AV

Santa Fe,

N. M.

Catron Block

Write Life, Accident, Health & Fire Insur:
J
:
ance in the Best Companies :
Write Surety Bonds for the United States
f?N 5
Fidelity & Guaranty Company : : : :
Have for Sale Several Modern Residence
V Properties; also Some Fine Bargains in Lots
&nd Fruit Ranches.
If you want anything ia the above line call on or addrees

We
W

:::::::::

O C. WATSON

&,

Cation Eloclc

COMPANY
Sa.ri.ta.

Fe, IT.

NOW IS THE TIME
To have that SUIT cleaned, pressed and put in good shape
We will do it ) DIf1 am
for fall wear.
We will charge

The Goldberg
PHONE

203

Cleaning

208 WEST

OF AMERICA

SWITZERLAND

THE VALLEY RANCH
A faroons old Spanish Land Grant
beautifully and historically situated
on the Pecos River7000 feet above sea
level and surro'inded, by pine and
spruce covered mountains of upwards
to 13000 feet with sunshine every day
in the year such as no disease. germ
can live in. The greatest health giving country in the world. 26fmiles
east of Santa Fe.

Splendid trout fishing in Summer and all kinds, of hunting,
HORSEBACK
ridhig-- - TENNIS
, .
etc,

Dotop
JEldLUO
.

03 and $12 00 per week
Saddle Horses, $1.50 per day or
$5.00 per week.

Prom

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets! Both North South
Bcurds Trains.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
the north bound train and arries at
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
Good convenient hack and
way.
good teams.

Tiling- clcno to
saaag-e-

Cemicrtable.

FARE

"SSS?-$5.0-

Pas

Talze

0

.(-

F. MILLER Mgr. Yalley Eancli H. M.

1MPEHI&L LAUNDRY
For Best Laundry Work
Basket leaves Monday Tuesday
Returns Thursday and Friday.
AGENCY at O. K. Barber Shop
P. O. BROWN,
Phone No 23
Red
Agent.

SPANISH LESSONS
Individual or Class Lessons D. M.
.

IN GRAMMAR;

RAYMOND

HAACKE

Care New Mexican

NOTARYPUBLIC
-

HOOVER & SON

Builders and Contractors
PLANS & ESTIMATES
Furnished on short notice"
CEMENT WORK a SPECIALTY
::

.

CHRISTMAS TIME IS

6116 III-

5

We also have a complete line of carving sets,
platters, percolators, coffee pots, chafing dishes,
AN1

Everthing for the Household

See Our Window Display

OTA PE HARDWARE & SUPPLY CO
take place at El Paso, at the First
Presbyterian church, on December 1,
to Mahlon T. Everhait, a young busi-

ness man of Pueblo, Colo. Rev. C. L.
Cversrreet will perform the' ceremony.
X. Salmon,
the
San Francisco
street merchant. Sheriff Charles Clos-soami R. C. Garrett, returned just
i:i time for Thanksgiving from a ten
days' hunt on the Jemez reserve in
northeastern Sandoval county. They
had game
guest at the Palace".
especially wild!
Hon. L. Bradford Prince this fore- turkeys and that is only a small pornoon left for his Sunshine ranch tion cf the game they saw. Mr. Salnorth of Espanola, expecting to re- mon says that the region east of
turn tomorrow evening.
Cuga, Sandoval county is the finest
Judge William H. Pope is expected game region he ever has been in and
heme tomorrow at Roswell from a vis- that the hunt proved to be a most
it to his former home in Georuia and delightful outing.
also to Washington, D. C.
Hon.' and Mi's. Sam Eldodt of Cha-mitRio Arriba county,
spent
Thanksgiving day in Santa Fe. -They
'
,
were guests at the Claire.
of
Public
Instruct
Superintendent
tion J. E. Clark is at Sunnyside, GuaTo check early colds or Grippe with "Preventics"
dalupe county today, attending a means sure defeat lor Pneumonia. To stop a cold
is safer than to let it run and be
with
meeting of the Guadalupe County obligedPreventics
to cure it afterwards. To be sure, preTeachers' Association.
ventics will cure even a deeply seated cold, but
at the sneeze stapre they break, or
taken
Judge Frank W. Parker of Las Gra- head offearly
these early colds. That's surely better.
are called Preventics.
ces, is at Alamogordo presiding over That's why theylittle
Preventicsare
Candy Cold Cures. No Qiiln-lnfederal court in the Oliver Carr Chino physic, nothing sickening. Nino for the
thoroughly safe too. If yon feel
nese smuggling case, in which Judge childrenif andsneeze,
if yon ache all over, think cf
chilly, you
Preventics. Promptness may also save half your
Cooley ig disqualified.
And don t forget your child, if
usual
sickness.
William D. Clark of Denver, of the therois feverishness,- - nightor day. Herein problies Preventics' greatest efficiency. Sold in
Scottish American Mortgage Company, ably
Sc. boxes for the
also in 25c boxes of 48
is in Santa Fe looking over the filings Preventics. Insistpocket,
on your druggists giving you
of irrigation projects in the office of
Territorial Engineer V. L. Sullivan.
E. C. Burke has left on a visit to
his old home in Pennsylvania and incidentally for the national capital,
where some good berth in the federal
service 'in Xew Mexico is to be ofSTRIPLING-BURROWCO.
fered him.
E. Z. Ross of Bluewater, Valencia
county, is in Santa Fe on irrigation
business. . He says that his company
has not yet decided whether to rebuild
the dam destroyed by floods some
months ago.
Miss D. C. Schmidt
of Wagon
THE LEADING
Mound, and Miss M. Schmidt of Chicago, were visitors in town yesterday taking quarters at the Palace.
Later on, they expect to make their
home at Santa Fe. ,
New Mexico visitors recently at
the national capital were. Judge Ira
A. Abbott, Judge W. H. Pope, Hon.
The Original
Charles A. Spiess, Hon. J Solomon
Luna and Hon. L. Bradford Prince.
L. M. Ortiz, the popular young
teacher at Nambe, northern Santa Fe
Toasted Rice Flakes
county, is in town today on personal
AND
tV
business. He came to spend Thanksgiving day with friends in this city
Toasted Rice Biscuit
and to confer with some of the court
officials.
Used and Indorsed by the
Judge John R. McFie, District
Clerk Frank W. Shearpn, District AtBattle Creek Sanitarium
torney E. C. Abbott and Court Stenographer Mrs. G. F. McNitt, are expected home tomorrow evening from
is more widly
Aztec, San Juan county, where court
used and feeds
has been in session three weeks.
The .wedding of Miss Carolyn Fall,
more people than any
daughter of Judge and Mrs. A. B. Fall
of Three Rivers, Otero county, will
n

The Coming Christmas
1 his of all seasons make mat-kinmore charitable
one to another. The spirit cf cheerful
giving is re
cognized ia all civilizid lands at Yuletide.
Choose

-

IF YOU WANT TO GET
WHAT YOU WANT WHEN
YOU WANT IT GO TO

THE CHAS WAGNER FURNITURE CO. utiSfffffft'

peeial Xmas bargains In
Davenport, Leather Rockers, CoucheS, Ingrain Carpets, Fiber
Carpets, Axmister Rugs. Mission Dining Rooms Sets, Mission
Hall Clocks, Japanese Screens, Framed Pictures and Hundreds
of other Appropriate Articles.

early if you would

choose

wisely

We h ive a cplecdjd array cf sei viable
things to
pick froin. You can find here many suggestions, a
lew of which are mentioned below.

For the Baby

Youngsters
For the
Youn

Lady

For the
Young Man
For

iiother

FOr

FflfllPF

1

Dolls, Toys, and doll accessories,
Silver Sets,- Spoons, Dish and
Furniture Sets.

The new Marathon racers, Toy

For the

twenties

',

$'0

Write today for illustrated pamphlet
and all Information

J.

PALAOK AVE

WOODY'S HACK LIKE

TH E

that Turkey

e,

and Pressing Establishment

BLACK

SELF BASTING)

Stop That Cold

21- -

ER

il

And We have them all sizes and to fit
:
:
:
;
every pocketbook

e

The Colorado Rational Life Assurance
Denver Colorado.

as

Kf
i

Palace.

DIRECTORS
OFFICERS

PAGL FIVF

yes-if-da-

CO

N

SANTA FE, X. SI.

ucwTinrja

Dr. J. O. Cook of Taos, is in the
city a guest at the Claire.
Captain A. S. Brookes and family
are home from a visit t; Las Vegas.
Hon. Thomas B. Cation
has returned home from a visit to the east.
Mrs. Kate Hase of Albuquerque, is
visiting her sister, Miss Hase. in this
city.
Attorney Francis C. Viisoii left
for Albuquerque on legal business.
L. Chernes, a hat salesman from
St. Lcuis, is among the guests at the

ONE DOLLAR WILL START AN ACCOUNT.
fit

fcV MEXICAN,

tISKNBI

ia tea years, be a business man,
If you have a son it is your duty to train him in
business methods, lo Rive him tha benefit of your
business experience.
See that he has a bank account while he is growing up. There is no other one thing thai will give
hiai a more proper insight and conception of
business than having his own bank account.

of today, will,

UNITED STATES BANK

K K

WHO!

wagons. Mechanical toys,
Books, English baby

Gift

Hand bags, Music rolls, Fur

set,

Go-cart-

Scissors or manicure sets, Mexican
drawn work, Handsome jewel
combs, Beautiral bed room slip

pers, Hand embroidered corset
covers, Xmas box writing paper etc
Neckties, Suspenders. Handkerchiefs, Military brush sets, Book-rack- s
in oak or bras', Shaving
Smokers
sets,
sets, Night robes,
Pajamas etc.
Long Camonas, Handmade work
baskets, Silverware, Cut glass,
Fancy china, Table linen etc.
PiPes CiSar humidores, Felt
peK A Victor or Edison Phono- graph will amuse the whole family

A THOUSAND

OTHER

INTERESTING THINGS

W.

IN.

etc

s

VALUABLE AND
b ELECT FROM

TO

TOWNSEND

& CO.

THE RACKET STORE

KELLOGG'S

If You want the latest thing in

Rice

other cereal. It is the

-I-

II

most easily digestible
and the most highly nutritious of all cereals.

Try a Package.
H.

s; kaune a GO.

Call at the

I

a Moda Millinery
OF INTERESTQTO LADIES
Have also just received

a- -

full line of

"PAVal" FLOSSES & EMBROIDERY SILKS
AvJfGA
and all kinds cf ART EMBROIDERIES and NOVELTIES. :
NEW GOODS ARRIVING EVERY DAY
Phone Black

THQtta.

IES

78

Catron Block.

Hi

PACE SIX.

TIIE SANTA FE NKW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.

Comoanj,

Railway

L.V.

5

Lv.
"
"
"
"
"

1
18

Removing the outward symptoms is not all that is necessary to cure
Contagious Blood Poison. The virulent germs which produce these external manifestations must be completely driven from the blood before a real
cure can be effected. The least taint left in the circulation will sooner or
later cause a fresh outbreak of the trouble, with all its hideous symptoms
of ulcerated mouth and throat,
spots, falling hair, sores and
ulcers, etc. Only a blood purifier can cure Contagious Blood Poison.
Medicines which merely check the symptoms for a time, because of their
strong mineral nature, and leave the poison smouldering in the system, have
2
No
The disease always returns after
brought disappointment to thousands.
HAII.Y
S. S. S. cures Contagious Blood Poison and cures it persuch treatment.
manently. It goes into the blood, and removes every particle of the poison,
the circulation pure, rich and healthy, nor does S. S.S. leave the
6
p, m"
making
6 15 p.
trace of the disease for future outbreaks. S. S. S. does not contain
slightest
4 55 p.
any mineral ingredient, but is made entirely of roots, herbs and barks,
4 36 p. rawhich are most valuable in their
4 25 p. luproperties, and at the
3 55 p.
same time specifically adapted to building up the entire system. If you
3 30 p.
have Contagious Blood Poison S. S.S. will cure you because it will thor2 55 p.
2 30 p ra.
oughly purify your Blood. Home Treatment Book and any medical advice
12 25 p.m.
free t0 a11THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
12 06 p.m.
11 40 a.

28

11 06

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
In Effect July 14, 1908.
No 1,
HA1LY
:

00

10 12
36
50
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ll 20
45
20
45
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15

146
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55

Miles From
l)e Moines

a. m.
a. m.
a. m.
a. m.
a. m
a. m
a. m.
p. m.

81
48

48

a49

p. m,

58
66
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p.m.;

i6 60 p. m..
8 16 p, m.
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'OSES
. ,10

7. 23
7. 46
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"

p.m.

88

p. m.
p. m.

Miles From
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Raton

N

;

" Dedinan
" Oapalla
" Vigil
". Thompson
" Ounmnghain
Uiifton House Junction
Arr.
,TnuV u
L,v.
" Ollfton House Junction
" Preston
" Koehler
" Koehler J not,
" Oolfai
" Oerrososo

11
18
20
25

pm,

t t

i

Lv Des Motnes,
" Kuraaldo.

0
4

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.;

a

"

89
94

OIMAHRONN.

"
"
"

"
"
"

Arr.
"
"
"

"
"
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I

-

9 43
9 25

train

No. 124

arriving

M., 6:15 p. m.

7 40
7 26
7 00

60
68
69

"

tn.
a' m

1116 a.m.
tlO 15 a. m.

a. m.

a.m.
a.m.

a. m.
a. m.

In Oawton, N.

Connects with E. P.
I. W. Ry. train No. 123 leaving Dawion, N. M.,
i:C5 a. m.
f Stage for van Houten, N. M., meets trains at Preston, N. M.
C. & 8. Passenger trains arrive and depart from Des Moines ae follow:
SOUTH SOUND.
NORTH BOUND
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
No. 1, :0 a. m.
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
No. 7, :12 p. m.
Track connection with A. T. A S. F. Ry. at Raton and Preston, with C.
A 8. at Oes Moines, E. P A 8 W at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron A
Northwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
Cimarron, N. M is depot ur the following point In New Mexico: Ocato,
Bayado, Aurora and Red Lake.
Ute Park. N. M., Is depot for following points In New Mexico: Arroyo
Lobo,
Elizabethtown,
Cerro,
ejeco, Arroyo Hondo, Baldy, Black Lakes,
Questa, Ranches de Taos, Red River City, Taos and Twining.

e. J,

Superintendent
N

HOTELjRRIVALS
Palace.
Case, San Pedro: C. H.
Vaughan, Beaver Falls. Pa.; Paris
Gordon, Denver; Miss D. S. Schmidt,
Wagon Mound; Miss M. Schmidt, Chicago; Mr. and Mrs. Sam Eldodt, Cha-nritL. Chernes, St. Louis; J.
C.
Neal. Kansas City; M. J. Seaton, Kan-jitsas City; J. E. Sullivan. Denver: A.
Mennett, Las Vegas; C. A Carruth,
Antonito; V. E. Smith, La Veta; L.
E. Murphy, Denver; eGorse S. Whit-ford- ,
Denver.
Claire.
Dr. J. O. Cook, Taos; James Con-nolNew York; Sam R. Edwards,
Eureka, Kas.; H. G. Vaughan, Padu-cah- ,

At-

East-Boun-

The express car in
Santa
Fe No. 8, the Chicago and Kansas City
express, burned to a crisp with most of
contets at Adamana station in Ari
zona, Tuesday afternoon. How the car
caught fire has not been explained.
The blaze was discovered when the
train was running at a fair clip sever-- !
al miles west of Adamana and there
was nothing to do but make a run
against fate to the station where the
car was hurriedly cut out and placed
on a siding just in time to save the
rest of the train. As there was no
water available at Adamana, there
was nothing to do but allow the car to
burn itself out. The car, one of the
heavy steel under frame cars, was to- tally destroyed all but the metal and
most of the contents were also burned.
The loss on express matter is not
known but one of these cars is itself
between $7,000 and $10,000, so
the loss is fairly heavy. Number 8
was delayed and arrived three hours
liite at Lamy.
east-boun-

g

ALAN

3L

d

at

Mi
p. m.
A. MASS1B.

at 7:30
J.

Worthy Master,
McCORD, Secretary

Santa Fe Chapter
R.

A.

Ky.

Coronado.
L. O. Foster,
Juan
Albuquerque;
Trujillo, Chimayo; Roy McCracken,
Ben Kelley, Keokuk, la.; E. L. Max;
well, Trinidad; Cristobal Anaya,
T. H. Clark, Pueblo;' Edward
Lean-drFay, Pueblo; Doiotto Tapia,
Ederra, Encino; Harold H. Betts,
Chicago; Crecencio Manzanares, San
Miguel; J. S. Hayden, Clovis; Anion
Herman, Florence, Kans.; John Daley,
Boston;
Anthony Dcckweiler,
Jr.,
Gal-isteo-

M.

o

VISITS

o fair
st to 7th
Cull

M.v.

1

L0W SUMMER RATES

Santa Fe Commandery
KK5te

T.

7:30 p. m,
H. F. STEPHENS, E. C.
PERCY F. KNIGHT. Recorder.

Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
14th degree, Ancient and Accepted
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meeu
on the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening Im
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cordially invited to attend.
JOHN W. MAYES, 32,
Venerable Master.
HENRY F. STEPHENS 32,
Secretary.

'

pos-wort-

h

Albuquerque.
azine, for December.)
Unless the receipts of the New York
Notice for Publication.
theatres take a decided turn for the' Albuquerque, N. M., Nov. 26. Dep- (Homestead
Entry No. 02G7.)
better between this writing and the uty Sheriff Fred Heyn arrested four Department of the Interior,
end of December, the managers or Isleta Indians, Pascaul Lucero, Pablo
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, X. M.,
shall I say the backers? will have lit- - Jirou Deciderio Abeita and Rijina
November 1. 1909.
Ti,a- as the result of indictments re- - Notice is hereby given that Laura
tie cause for holiday joy.
The plaint this year is not one so eently returned against the Indians, Chase Allen, of Santa Fe, New Mexico,
m ,
1Qfte
,hn nn T.
easily remedied as wnen
'
ildren to school as provided in
ance is due to poor plays. Although ttheir
"
"
, SE.
everybody Knows that it is difficult to
of Sec. 3, and N
NE. 4 and
the last legislature
find good ones, yet, when the critics ,ea
J 4 NE
gw
Towa
of
gection
were
to
AlbuTne Indians
brought
and the public unite in proclaiming!
ghi J6 N Rano.e 9 E N M p Merl
haV filed Notice" oV intention to
the play bad, your manager at least jerque and Placed in the Bernalillo d
H be held
er
knows why he is not doing any bust
fl
make
commutaUon Droof.' to es
ness. But when the newspapers and until tnea in tne district court, war- - i .lauasn ciuiin io tne iana aoove
ae
the people who do go enthusiastically rants have been served on several na- scribed, before Register or Receiver.
Intive
arrest
of
but
the
the
people,
declare that the show is a winner of
U. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe, New
dians constitutes the first action
e
the first water, and the
Mexico, on the 4th day of December,
showings fail to match up with the ex- taken against the red men for the vio- 1909.
pectations thus awakened, then indeed lation of the law.
Claimant names as witnesses:
is the poor manager at his wits' end.
Chas. A. Siringo, Geo. S. Tweedy
And such is, for the most part, the RURAL NTERURBAN ELECTRIC
Mrs. Minnie H. Byrd, Mrs. Katherine
SYSTEM FOR TEXAS.
state of things just now prevailing in
Patterson, of Santa Fe, N. M.
the opening weeks of the new season.
San Antonio, Tex., Nov. 2G. The
MANUEL R. OTERO,
I have in mind at least three new Metropolitan Steam and Electric
Register.
that have received very high pany, chartered in Delaware, is plan- indorsements, and that are unqueslion- - ning the building of a ramified system WANTS DAMAGES FOR
ably good entertainments, and yet of electric railroads connecting this:
FALL FROM WATER WAGON.
they are not doing anything like a ciy with New Braunfels, Seguin, Lock- turn-awabusiness. Indeed, as I come hart, Gonzales and Austin. Surveys
San Antonio, Tex., Nov. 26. Will
to read this in the proof, two have will be made in a short time. The Hollingmann of this city, is
suing the
been retired from the boards.
road will be practically an air line and local traction company for the sum of
Now, this is not only very awkward will open up a very rich territory. It $200,000 for injuries sustained through
for the manager or, again is it the will be about eighty miles in length, being thrown from a street sprinkler,
angel who will suffer? but also most Freight as well as passengers will be a? the result of collision win a street
car.
discouraging for the playwright. Hith- - carried.
erto the latter has felt that all he
needed to do was to write a good play
and get it produced, and wealth would
be his almost instant portion. Now he
U obliged to fact not only the hazard
that his play may be condemned on
the first hearing, but the prospect that
even if it is well received, there will
be no occasion to requisition a special
policeman to keep
in line. In fact, I should not be at all
surprised if Engene Walter were to be
the last for the present, at least of;
the line of playwrights who amassed
a fortune from their art.
The source of lard is
it. Lard -- cooked food
-

EAST NORTH
Now in effect Via

'

&

A. N,
.

M, P.

A.--

K,

BROWN
P. & S, W.

u.

,

"

E. P. & S. W. and Rock Island
For full particulsrs,
Address

t"u

non-attend- -'

MEXICO CENTRAL

HEW

4

2

box-offic-

Kl Paso Texas.

No. 03943.

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office, Santa

-

Fe, .X

Com-comedi-

y

Stations in British Columbia, California, Idaho,
Nevada,

Oregon, and Washington.

IN EFFECT SEPTEMBER 15TH
TO OCTOBER 15TIL

'

Via

I

GRH

RIO

Summer Tourist Rates

stead entry Serial No 03943, No. 8151
for the northeast quarter, (NE
section 18, townsChip 14 N., range 11
E, N. M. P. Merdian, has filed notice
of intention to make final five year
proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before Register and
Receiver, U. S. land office, at Santa
Fe, N. M., on the 30th day of Decem),

ber, 1909.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Isidro Ribera, Antonio Jose Garcia,

Luis Martinez, Agustin Gonzales, all
of Lamy, New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO.

Register.

R

FL

i

points.

For farther Information make inquiry of
McBRIDE," Agent, or W. D. SHEA, T. P.

&

P. A.

AUTOMOBILE

E

U. S. MAIL AND

PA SSENGER

Service Established Jan. 10, 1906,
Agenta for the Buick, Pope Toledo,
and Kissel Automobiles.
Shortest route between Roswell and
the Pecos Valley to El Paso and
Santa Fe and all points In the Es- tancla Valley and western New Mexico.
Automobiles leave Roswell daily at
1:00 p. m. connecting with trains for
El Paso and all points on Rock Island
Railway.
Leave Torrance at 6:00 a. m. arriy- -

j

LADIES OF LAREDO
VOTE FOR COOK.

SANTA PR. N. M.

ROSWELL-TORHANC-

TO AND

ROUTE,
ing at Roswell at 11:0 a. m. Saving
Passengers over 30 house between
these points over any other route.
Full equipment of modern Cars in
service securing comfort to passen
and expert Chauf
gers. Courteous
feurs in charge of every car. Seats
reserver on Auto by applying to
Agent of El Paso & Southwestern
Railway, or to Roswell Auto Co., Ros
well, New Mexico.
50 lbs. Any
Baggage allowance
amount of baggage can be carried
by notifying Company at Roswell.

J. W. STOCKAR D, ivanagzr

Decide
Majority
That He, Not Peary, Discovered
the North Pole.
San Antonio, Tex. Nov. 26. That
Dr. Cook is really the discoverer of the
north imle has been settled to the satisfaction of the ladies of Laredo.
Things are somewhat quiet in that historic burg when the onion crop" is in
nnd tn unlivon thinp'a srnmcurhof tv,A
ladies decided to form some sort of a
debating soicety. But debating was
J t'uid
long a scarcity of subjects was
soon ieit, and aitnougn it was realized
that discussing the north pole question
was treading on thin ice courage
enough to do this was finally mustered. The modus operandi employed to
dispose of the mooted question: Who
Discovered the North Pole?
was
simple enough. The debaters voted on
it. Cook got away wih 22 votes in his
favor and Peary managed to pull a
lonely 2. Had it not been that several
ladies of Fort Mcintosh were present
and from sheer crops' despite voted
foi Commander Peary he would not
have had even these. As it was Peary
lost three other army votes.
By Overwhelming

FROM ROSWELU.

Connection made wltn Automobile
line at Torrance for Roswell dally,
Automobile leaves Torrance for Roswell at 4 a. m., and arrives at Roswell
at 12, noon. Automobile leaves Roswell for Torrance at 1 p. m. and arrives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
Is $5.80 and between Torrance and
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on automobile by wire. J. W. Stockard,
manager, Automobile Line.

T'TWL

ticket-purchase-

Still in effect to all

.

M

M.

November 23, 1909.
Notice is hereby given that'Eugenio
Martinez y Lujan, of Lamy, N. M
who, on Nov. 15, 1904, made Home-

I

JF.-H-

No.

Regular conclave
fourth Monday tn eacU
month nt Maennlx Hull
1. K.

EUROPEAN IMMIGRANTS TO
SETTLE IN MEXICO.

j

TO THE

DENVER

i,

Paso's

El

Montana,

No

M.

Regular co
vocation second Monday o?
each month at Maecile
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
C. J. CRANDALL. H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN. Secretary.

n

FE EXPRESS
CAR BURNED UP.

Caught Fire in Arizona While
d
tached to
Number
Eight Contents Destroyed.

A. H.

3

Hall

r

6. P. O. E.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O.
holds its regular session on the second and fourth Wednesdays of each
W.A.GORMAN.
J. van HOUTEN;
San Antonio, Tex., Nov. 2G. La month.
Visiting brothers are invite
Sautena, the property of the Pimental and welcome.
V. Ores, and Gen Mgr
Gen Pass-Agen- t
DAVID KNAPP.
interests of Mexico City and on which
Exalted Ruler.
RATON. N. JH.
RATON, N, M,
now $10,000,000 (Mexican) are being J. D. SENA,
Secretary.
expended for the purpose of bringing
it under irrigation, will as far as
Knghts of Pythias.
sible, be settled with European imnii- Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights of
grants. During a number of years it Pythias. Regular meeting 1st anu 3d
has been demonstrated that the CauTuesdays in month at S o'clock in I.
Covvles.
casian does better in Mexico than the O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. VisitModern.
offspring of the Aztecs. Fernando ing Knights invited to attend.
W. H. Souders, Charles Stauffer, INDIANS MUST SEND
Pimental, mayor of the City of Mexico
AUGUST REINGARDT, C. C.
Amarillo, Texas.
CHILDREN TO SCHOOL. and the most successful banker of the JOHN K. STAUFFER. K. R. S.
republic, is at the head of the enterHARK, THE ANGELS WEEP!
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Four Isleta Indians Arrested by Dep- prise. The property fronts on the Rio
11
Grande and has a very fine soil and Pecos Forest Reserve.
in Jug at
Sheriff
and
Placed
uty
(Mattew White, Jr., in Munsey's Magclimate.
Not Coal Land.

DEDMAN,

RATON,

SANTA

Montezuma Lodge No.
1. A. F. & A. M.
communication
first Monday of eac

Quay, Comity, Nov. 22, 1909.

Please do not publish my name.
MRS.
.
Montoya, N. M.. Nov. 22. 1909.
Editor of the New Mexican:
A sad case of destitution is reported
from the drouth-strickeregion near
Montoya. Four families having grown
no crops and starvation staring them
in the face stole
calf, butchered it
and divided the meat among them.
Two-o- f
the men have been sent to the
penitentiary for a year. Unless help
is given these wretched women and
children, among them the aged grandmother of one of the convicted men,
who is over 90, helpless and bedridden
over 30 years, they must die of starvation. For her, at least, death would
be a happy release.
An aed woman upon her bed
worn ann weanen 5inn unm- - anH n i
Longing to rest with the happy dead
And thus the story of life is told.

m-1-

20
88
41

"

g

m-1-

.7

De-

Editor of the New Mexican:
Could you through your paper get help
for these starving people? On account
ot drouth in the greater portion of this
county, many have grown no crops for
the last two years and are crowding
into the towns leaving the claims. 1
have been here since this town started and don't believe there are six
families making a living within a
radius of twenty miles on their claims.
Mr.

m--

18

SfcCIEW

Rt-ula-

m-1-

blood-purifyin-

FRATERNAL

thorities.

m-1-

88
82
29
24

QUAY COUNTY,

Isolated Cases of Destitution That
mand Relief from the Au-

SO

46

"

"

W. Ry.

49

Lv.
"

"

N. M.
"

Harlan
Ute Park
14.

"

Arr,

FROM

d

copper-colore-

M.

Nash

Connects with E. P. A

M.

APPEALS FOR HELP

CURES
BL0QD POISON

St, Louis Bock) ML &

Pacific

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 26, 19:9.

'TrJ

Cottolene Comes from Dixieland !

against
may not cause indigestion
and throw your stomach out of kilter, but it will be only a matter of luck if it doesn't.

The source of Cottolene is pleasing the product is healthful. The oil is extracted
from the cotton seed grown in the fields of the Sunny South. It is then refined and
rendered "odorless and neutral in taste. From Cottonfield to Kitchen .human hands
never touch the oil from which Cottolene is, made.
Cottolene is an absolutely pure

product of pure origin and ancestry, and will make
palatable, digestible, healthful, wholesome food. It is the best frying and shortening

medium made
It the best is none too good for you, ask
for
and do not let any prejudice stand in
Cottolene,
your grocer
the way. The only way to know Cottolene is to test it yourself.
to-da- y.

COTTOLENE is Guaranteed
not pleased, after having given Cottolene a fair test.

here,?y authorized to
your money in case you are

Your.erocer
refund

Blllk

ottoene
Packed in pail with an
Sold 111
top to
keep it clean, fresh and wholesome, and prevent it
jfrom catching dust and
absorbing disagreeable odors, uch as fish, oil, etc.

jNeVei

air-tig- ht

Made only by THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY
'

"S5g

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 26, 1909.

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

HI OTHERS

who have delicate children

4
should

SHE COULDN'T WAIT

Barnum's

WANTED
S. G.

cook

A

Cartwrisht.

Apply to" Mrs"

FOR RENT Two rooms.
son street, Mrs. Haynes.
FOR RENT OR SALE
writer. J. I!. Sloan.

Mrs. C. Allen, of New Bedford, Mass., had two puny children,
which were restored to perfect health by Vinol. If it should fail
with your child, we will refund your money. Please try it

Stripling Burrows & Co., Druggists, Santa Fe.

(Continued

1:30

p. m.

John

114

TO

cious

--

ood

type

And cf Course She Came to
Hubby's
Office to Get It Luckily
Was a Busy
Man.

The woman looked at her husband's
WANTED Locution to
and sniffed at the back
stenographer
practice
medicine. Address, J. H. Rice. M. D., of h r shirtwaist. Then she wheeled
and walked straight into her husGage, Okla.
bands office where he was talking
,
LOST Pocket book containing
con$70 with a
and postage stamps.
Finder return tractor. Tiie man looked annoyed.
"I'll be through in a minute, dear."
to Delgado Bros, ami get $10 reward.
he said coldly and with
moaning. The
woman did not move.
SALE A second-hansteam
"I'm in a hurry," she said, "and
boiler in good condition. It will be
went to talk with you."
disposed of at very low price. Apply
"I'm very busy," said the man, if
to the New Mexican Fririting Com
possible a shade more coldly. "Just
pany.
take a seat in the office. I'll be out
in a uiinuie."
The contractor looked uneasy. He
AGENTS WANTED Everywhere;
selling embroidered waist patterns, shoved his feet hack and forth over
novelties anil ladies' neckwear; easy the polished floor, coughed huskily
money for you; write for Catalogue G., and got upon his feet.
"Say," he said; "I'll come back anLeopold Mandel Co., 721 Broadway,
other time "
New York.
"Sit down!" said the man with a
snap of his jaws. "My dear, you will
Notice for Publication.
really have to wait until I have time."
Small Holding Claim No. 189.".
He got up and opened the door.
Serial 012050. Not Coal Land.
The contractor followed him to the
Department of the Interior,
door, and blushing, slid through. The
United States Land Office.
man looked after him and the auger in
Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 15, 1009.
his face turned to resignation.
Notice is hereby given that the fol
"Well?" he said to the woman.
lowing named claimant has filed no
"1 want some
money," said the womtice of his intention to make final an. "They're
having a sale of linen
proof in support of his claim under at " The man
and down
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March in his indignation. hopped up
3, 1S91 (26 Stats., S54), as amended
"Linen sale!" he shrieked "linen
by the act of February 21, 1S93 (27 sale!
And you come here and interStats., 470), and that said proof will rupt business"
be made before Register or Receiver
"That will do,"
remarked the
U. S. land office, Santa Fe, N. M.. on lady; "that will do. I
don't believe
December 22, 1909, viz, Pedro Padilla I'd exhibit my temper before a
typof Cerrillos, N. M., for tne small hold ewriter"
9
claim
No.
T.
Sees.
and
1895,
1C,
ing
The man dived into his pocket and
15 N., R. 8 E., of the
M. P. M.
produced a roll of bills.
He names the following witnesses
"How much do you want?" he deto prove his actual continuous adverse manded. "Never mind here; here is
possession of said tract for twentj $50 " The door opened a crack and
years next preceding the survey of the the red face of the contractor was
township, viz.:
poked in to be hurriedly withdrawn.
Martin Baca, Jesus M. Romero, Jose
The man jerked open the door and
Padilla and Cosme Baca, all of Ciene seized him by the arm.
"Come right in," he said, leading
ga, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest him to the private office, as, folding
against the allowance of said proof up the bills small, the woman stalked
or who knows of any substantial rea out toward the elevator. "Come right
son under the laws and regulations ot in. That was my wife "
the interior department why such
"Oh, that's all right," said the con.
proof should not be allowed will be tractor easily. "I'm married myself.
Is she gone?" Galveston News.
given an opportunity at the
time and place to cross
Horrifying Discovery.
examine the witnesses of said claim
A certain Louisville social leader,
ant. and to offer evidence in rebuttal
whom we will call Mrs. Fayette Counof that submitted by claimant.
ty, to avoid identifying her, was told
MANUEL R. OTERO,
by her husband over the telephone
Register. that
he would bring a number of
guests home to dinner. The party
BLANKS
was altogether unexpected and in all
the house, which has become noted
Printed and for sale by New. Mexi- for the generous and sumptuous din- can Printing Company, Santa Fe, N. ners spread in it, there was not
Mex.
enough food, says the Louisville
Times.
Mining Blanks.
Mrs. County got busy at once and
Additional and Amended Location
instructed her cook to order certain
sheet.
Certificate,
supplies while she planned the rest of
sheet.
Agreement of Publisher,
the dinner. A little later Mrs. Coun-- i
Proof of Labor,
sheet, i
ty
happened in the room where the
sheet.
Notice of Mining Location,
Title Bond and Lease of Mining telephone was and was horrified to
hear her cook talking ferociously into
sheet.
Property,
the telephone, something as follows:
sheet.
Placer Mining Location,
"An' ah want six dozen sof shell
Title Bond of Mining Property,
crabs and ef yo' doan get hem up here
sheet.
mighty quick ah'll skin every one of
sheet.
Mining Deed.
.
'Who is
yo', ye low down
sheet.
Mining Lease.
dis?' Dis is Mrs. Fayette . County,
Coal Declaratory
Statement,
dat's who dis is and ah means ebery
sheet.
word ah say.'"
Coal Declaratory
Statement with
"Mandy, ' cried the mistress, "what
AfPower of an Attorney,
do you mean? You must not."
fidavit and Corroborating
"Law'sy," returned the cook, "that's
all right, Miss Fay, ah talks to 'urn
sheet.
Affidavit,
sheet. like dat for yo' all de time."
Notice of Right to Water,
Forfeiture or Publishing Out of
Strange Doings at Munsey's.
sheet.
Notice,
Some years ago Frank A. Munsey,
Affidavit of Assessment,
sheet. the
magazine man, hired a private
Stock Blanks.
Speaker Reed dropped in
Becretary.
Bill of Sale Animals Bearing; Ven- to call on Mr.
Munsey, who was an
sheet.
dor's Recorded Brand,
oid friend of his. The secretary said
Bill of Sale, in Boohs of 25 Blanks, that Mr. Munsey wa3 engaged.
40c per book.
"All right," said Reed, "I'll wait."
Bill of Sale Animals not Bearing At the end of half an hour Munsey's
sheet.
Vendor's Recorded Brand,
door opened and the publisher apBill of Sale Range Delivery,
peared showing his caller out.
sheet.
Seeing the speaker, he grasped his
hand and dragged him into his office.
Bill of Sale,
sheet.
Authority to Gather, Drive and An hour later, when Reed had gone,
Handle Animals Bearing Owner's Re- Mr. Munsey called his secretary.
"Look here, Block," he said; "what
corded Brand,
sheet.
do
you mean by letting Speaker Reed
Authority to Gather, Drive and
Handle Animals Not Bearing Owner'r ' wait unannounced half an hour?"
that Mr. Reed?"
Recorded Brand,
sheet.
"It certainly was."
Certificate of Brand.
sheet.
"Why, I thought it wath Rev. Dr.
sheet.
Sheep Contract.
John Hall," said the secretary.
Justice of the Peace Blanks.
"Dr. Hall has been dead two years,"
Appeal Bond. 2 sheet.
answered Munsey, severely.
sheet.
Appeal Bond, Criminal,
"I know it," replied the secretary,
Appearance Bond, 2 sheet.
"thath why I thought it wath tho very
Appearance Bond on Continuance. peculiar." Success Magazine.
sheet.
(J. P.),
A Waist Contraction.
Bond of Appearance,
(District
"Laura," said the young lady's
Court), 2 sheet.
Justice Quarterly Report,
sheet. mother, not unkindly, "it seems to
Bond to Keep the Peace, 2 sheet. me that you had the gas turned rather low last evening." "It was solely
sheet.
Complaint, Criminal
the maiden anForcible Entry and Detainer, Com- for economy, mamma,"
to
swered. "There is no use

Music (Vocal Selection)
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Cures Biliousness, Sick
Headache, Sour Stomach, Torpid Liver and

QEIHD

Plaasant to take

Laxative Fruit Syrnp

Chronic Constipation

SOLD

BY ALL

DRUGGISTS.

Cleanses the system

thoroughly and clears
sallow complexions of
pimples and blotches.
It la guaranteed

py

TJJ

Method of Saving
by Vera-

Press Agent.

SEVEN

STREAK

OTHERWISE KNOWN AS A "KEEN
SENSE OF HUMOR."

Quality Every Man Insists He
sesses, and. Wcrst of All, Persists in Inflicting it on
His Neighbors.

Pos-

ens( of humor
something
which every man possf sm-- in a super-lamdegree. Men ujll
they
have no reverence, they will
their vivos, outdo their neighbors-w- ill
own up indeed to every crime in
the calendar, but not to being devoid
of a sense of humor.
And. moreover, the se.ise of humor
belonging to every man is invariably!
"keen." The most stolid, phlegmatic j
person, who never gets near enough to
the point of a joke to throw his hat j
upon it. will tell you, with tears in his'
eyes, that he never would have been
able to live through all tho things he
has lived through if it hadn't been for
his sense of humor.
The worst offender, however, is the
one who makes a business of exploiting this universally assumed trait. He
takes you aside in a kind of joyous
confidence.
"I couldn't bf cin to t
you." he declares, "all the funny things I see. t
don't know why it is"-- - this with an
air a? if it were a heaven-sen- t
gift,
which he. modestly, is in no sens responsible for "hut anything funny
real funny appeals to me. If I could
only remember to set them down! Hut
somehow I never think of it at the
:

j

1

time."

He then proceeds to tell you of an
incident that happened to himself
personally. You have heard the story
perhaps ten years bach so far back,
indeed, that you have almost forgotten
it. But you wouldn't let your friend
know that for the world.
A NASTY ONE.
Why is it that a man. modest in
other respects-- - who, if ho saved another's life, would conceal it boldly
and unblushingly
talks about his
wonderful sense of humor without the
slightest compunction?
Next to him comes the young girl of
the family; let us call her dear Mabel.
You've seen Mabel, of course?
"Do you know," her mother declares,
"that child sees the funny side of
everything! Yo: just ought to hear
her! No matter where she goes, it is
always the same! Why, last night we
sat up listening to her while she entertained us with what, she saw on
the trolley car just think of it and
well, I thought I should certainly
split with laughter. Mimic! Perfect!
tn sep the noetrv she
And von one-liwrote!
She'd be awful mad if she
krew I was showing it. I wanted her
to send it to the papers, but I couldn't
rersuade her. Isn't it perfectly splendid. I suppose she ought not to be
"Jack wants a quiet wedding."
I
"Give it to him; it'll be the last encouraged too much. have a friend
a
he
advised me to
and
who's
writer,
quiet day he'll ever have."
keep her down but it does seem fcs
In the Book Store.
if talent like that ought to be put
The man behind the bookstore coun- to use. Oh, you just wait till you hear
ter was watching the fellow next to her. Such a sense of humor!"
You love
You don't wait.
the magazine stand.
dear
As the latter
started out, the clerk went after him.
Mabel at a distance. Y'ou sneak
"See here, sir; you'll have to pay away in the gloaming. You have been
for that magazine" or put it back," he there before. Henceforth when Mabel
said.
heaves in sight you put your helm
"I'm committing no theft," said the hard-a-poand "wear ship."
It has often been shyly intimated
person accosted; "can't you see I am
only taking an Outing?"
by bachelors that women have no
"Well, just let me tell you, my sense of humor.
Yet think of the monumental joke
man," answered the dealer, "Success
in Life depends a lot on Public Opinevery woman plays on a man when
she marries him. Success Magazine.
ion, and if I am any Judge, Everybody's apt to hold the Mirror up to
His Name Ruined Him.
you and let you reflect on your peculiar manner of taking an Outing."
George Highball of Chicago apWhereupon, musing that the Out- peared before Justice Stein yesterday
look was dark as a Black Cat if he morning, says the Detroit News. The
didn't pay up, the culprit forked over. court advised him to have a falling
St. Louis Star.
out with his namesake.
"I can't, judge," pleaded Highball.
A Kick for Consistency.
"I always was a sociable fellow and
The commuter with a grievance when one of my friends says: 'Hello,
opened the door of the general pas- Highball, have a highball,' I know I
senger agent's department, pushed ought not to, but I do.
aside the boy at the railing, and
base"I used to be a
stalked up to the chief clerk's desk ball player with a high batting averand relieved himself as follows:
age, but the kids in the bleachers
"Maybe I have no kick coming when made my life miserable. Every time
I go to the station on time every I got to bat they would holler 'Feed
morning for six weeks to catch the him highballs,' until every pitcher got
8:08 train, only to find it from five to my goat and I had to quit. It's awful
ten minutes late. Maybe I haven't, to have a name like that."
I say. But when I get there two minThe court dismissed him with the
utes late on the first morning of the suggestion
that he call himself
seventh week only to see the rear end "High."
of the train disappearing
cityward,
Richard the Longhead.
then, by thunder, I have a kick coming, and I'm here to register it!"
"Up to the age of 16 Dick had retained the proper scorn of things
A Te.le of Rapid Transit.
Then he went to a dancfeminine.
Did you ever hear Mark Twain's ing school and was smitten by the
story about the Mississippi river charms of several youthful Eves. Acsteamboat that had to stop its engines cordingly, Dick approached his fain order to blow its whistle? I found ther and required theater tickets for
a car line the other day that is run two.
It Is
much on the same principle.
"Father complied, and merely asked
a car line operating some ten miles as he turned over the seats, 'Which
beyond Plymouth and it boasts of two girl is it?'
" 'I'm going to take Mabel,' Dick recars in the summer and one in the
winter. I noticed that the car ran sponded.
" 'Then she's the one you like best?'
slowly, but at rare intervals would
spurt ahead for a moment or two at a father continued.
"What
considerably faster speed.
"Dick turned a superior and pitying
causes these bursts of speed?" I asked eye upon his parent. 'Oh, no. I don't
He grinned.
"That like her best. You don't understand
the motorman.
comes when the other car at the other the situation, father. It isn't the girl
end of the line stops to let off a pas- I care about. It's the experience I
senger," he explained. Boston Journal. want.' "
t
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Priu. C. E. Grover, Dawson.
Discussion By
Mrs.
Susie R.
tions of land were made. These
lands are held tor pecuniary profit Young, Dawson.
The Place of the Reform School
quite as much as your Armory, if in
Education Prin. O. L. Phillips,
used as stated in your letter, and yet
French.
the suggestion that such lands snould
Discussiou
By Prin. R. C. Bonney,
be taxed would not find any support
from any one. The board of control Springer.
-The Child and the School," Mrs.
of the Armory is a mere agency of
Josie
Lcckard, Co. Supt. Schools.
the territorial government and cannot
Business
meeting of the association.
be subjected to taxation any more
8 p.
m. Music Mandolin
Club,
than the Territory uself.
Dawson.
It is to be admitted that in some
BaAddress,
States, sis of Habit," Dr. T. W. Conway, Supt.
jurisdictions in the United
there may be found decisions of the Raton Schools.
courts not entirely in harmony witn
Music Mandolin Club, Dawson.
my opinion, but, so far as they are
I believe that investiNotice for Publication.
gation will show that they are based
local
constitutional
provisions
upon
Small Holding Claim No. 1235.
unlike any which are in force in
Serial 012051. Not Coal Land.
New Mexico. If the Armory should
of gain, Department of the Interior.
be used for the purpose
United States Land Office,
which would not be applied to the
Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 15, 1909
legitimate expenses of the board of
Notice is hereby given that the follocontrol, a different question would be
claimant has filed notice
presented. If, for instance, the board wing-named
of cpntrol should undertake to lease of his intention to make final proof iti
the building to any person for use as support of his claim under sections
a place of amusement, so that he 1C and 17 of the act of March 3, 1S91
would hold it as a means of pecuniary (2G Stat., S54), as amended by the act
profit to himself, by attempting to of February 21, 1893, (27 Stat, 470),
make more out of .its use than he and that said
proof will be made be
would have to pay to the board of con- fore
or Receiver, U. S. Land
Register
trol, then that person might be sub- Office, Santa Fe, New Mexico, on Deject, to the occupation tax prescribed cember 22. 1909, viz: Ramon Padilla,
in the Compiled Laws.
of Cerrillos, N. M., for the small hold
Yours ver ytruly,
ing claim No. 1235, Sec. 9, T. 15 N., R.
FRANK W. CLANCY,
8 E. N. M. P. M.
Attorney
He names the following witnesses to
Arks for School Information.
prove his actual continuous adverse
Superintendent of Public Instruc ion possession of said tract for twenty
J. E. Clark has asked county school su- years next preceding the survey of the
perintendents for reports on the num- township, viz:
ber of "schools they have visited and
Martin Baca, Jesus M. Romero, Jose
also senlthem the following circular Padilla, Cosme Baca, all of Cienega, N
of inquiry)
M.
We are completing the manuscript
Any person who desires to protest
for the Annual Report of the Public against the allowance of said proof, or
Schools of the Terriory for the year who knows of any substantial reason
under the laws and regulation of the
I would like to publish in this re- Interior Department why such proof
port a brief statement not exceeding should not be alowed will be given an
one page of printed matter prepared opportunity at the
the wi
by each county superintendent and time and place to
touching the following points in partic- nesses of said claimant, and to offer
evidence in rebuttal of that submitular:
The actual condition of the rural ted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
schools in the county; their difficutheir obstacles;
their chief
lties;
Register.
needs; the definite plan of the county
Notice for Publication.
superintendent for improvement of the
same.
Homestead Entry (Serial 03907) No
8111.
Please call upon the various teachers of your county for an accurate re- Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M
port of the exact number of children
October 27. 1909.
reading in each of the eight readers
Notice is hereby given that Manuel
used in the public schools: i. e., the
number of boys and girls reading in Martinez y Lujan, of Cowsprings, N
the first reader, the number in the sec- M,. who, on October 11, 1904, made
ond reader, the number in the third Homestead Entry (Serial 03907) No
reader, etc. Make this a true report 8111, for southwest quarter, (SW
for the schools of your county in ses- Section 3. Township 14 N., Range 11
sion during the present fall. I plan E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
to summarize the reports of the coun- of intention to make final five year
ty superintendents touching the point proof, to establish claim to the land
of grading of the children and to print above described .before the Register
it under the following head: "Readers or Receiver, U. S. Land Office, at San
used by children of rural schools (ex- ta Fe, New Mexico, on the 8th day of
cluding all schools of four or more December, 1909.
Claimant names as witnesses:
teachers) December, 1909." Pleace
Juan Martinez, Luis Martinez, Jose
make your report correct and file same
in this office on or before December Maria Apodaca, Jose Angel, all of Cow
springs, New Mexico.
24th, 1909.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Four Arrests By Mounted Police.
Register.
Mounted Policeman Rafael Gomez
reported four arrests today to headBIDS CALLED FOR.
quarters in this city. The arrests
were made at Anton Chico, GuadaJu-pSealed proposals will be received
county. Juan Romero was held in
$5,000 bail; Jose M. Martinez, who separately by the Board of County
Commissioners of Santa Fe county,
was held in $1,000 bond;- and
Valles and Belariano Chavez, Santa Fe, N. M., up to 4 p. m. Dec.
who were both discharged.
10th, 1909, for (7) seven fire proof
vault doors. Also court house furniColfax County Teachers.
and schedules
The Colfax County Teachers' Asso-ciatio- ture. Specifications
is in first annual session today will be furnished the prospective bidat Raton. The following is the pro- ders by I. H. & W. M. Rapp Co. archi-testAll bids to be addressed to
gram:
Geo. W. Armijo, Probate Clerk, Santa
9:30 a. m. Registration.
10:30 a. m. Invocation
Rev. Har- Fe, N. M. The board reserves the
right to reject any or all bids.
vey M. Sheilds, Dawson.
I. SPARKS,
Music, (Vocal Selection)
Chairman
of
Board
County ComMrs. Dr. Bayley, Mrs. H. M. Shields,
missioners.
Mr. C. E. Grover, Rev. H. M.
Shields.
Round-Tabl- e
The New Mexican can do printing
Discussion of "The Recitation," led by Miss Maggie J. equal to that done in any of the large
cities. Our solicitor, every piece of
Bucher, Raton.
Discussion of Paper Miss May wcrk we turn out. Try our stock
Kennedy, Bell; Miss Blanche Powell, once and you will certainly come
Maxwell; Mr. Thomas Morrow, Raton. again. We have all the facilities for plaint,
sheet.
J
General Discussion.
Forcible Entry and Detainer,
turning out every class of work, InMusic (Vocal Duet) r
cluding one of the best binderies in mons, 4 sheet.
Mrs. Dr. Bayley, Mrs. H. M. Shields. the west.
Replevin Bond, 2 sheet.

IRON

The late Clyde Fitch, at a dinner he
once gave in his beautiful New York
house, talked about the press agent
"The press agent of
he said,
"has a dub and teeble imagination beside the press agent of the past. How
Uarnimi would have scorned the pre-agent of !
"Barnum, you know, had a good pre- agent. Take his press agent's story of
the elephant Alpha.
"Alpha fell ill so the story ran
with gastritis. No medicines would
relieve her. It was discovered th;-she had wrenched off an iron bar I'ro'il
her stall, and as the liar could'nt he
found anywhere all saw that she had
swallowed it. This bar was the cause
of her acute gastrict sufferings.
".Mr. Barnum had a small colored lad
name Hufe working for him. He sent
for Rufe and said:
"I want you to take a rubber tube
to breathe through, and we'll put a
strong rope 'round your waist and
send you down into Alpha's stomach
after that iron bar she's swallowed.
It's the only way to save her life.'
"Little Rufe rolled his eyes in horHe
ror, but he knew Mr. Barnum.
knew he must obey.
"So he was well greased with
and Alpha being safely gagged,
they thrust him headfirst down the
enormous oesophagus, a long stick,
well oiled, shoving him right down
into the elephant's stomach.
"He soon found what he sought
there; lie gave three lugs on the rope,
and they drew him out with the indigestible bar of iron clasped in his
hand.
"It is superfluous to say in conclusion that Alpha's life was saved, and
that brave little Hufe was handsomely
rewarded by his generous employer."

Con-tract-

A

Heroic

Elephant's Life, Told

d

Quartette.
Agriculture in the Public Schools,

from Page One.)

HAVE

MAN
HAD
MONEY.

UPTOE

BROUGHT

try
WIFE OF BUSY

ARMORIES CANNOT BE TAXED.

F AGE

j

trying
beat the gas company, my daughter.
I have noticed that the shutting off
One of
of the gas is always followed by a
corresponding Increase of pressure." school of
"Well, that lessens the waist, doesn't ther is a
During
it, mamma, dear?" replied the artless

high-salarie- d

Who Esau Was.
He Spoke Too Soon.
a class in a certain Sunday
business man attended
A
Hartford is a lad whose fa- his daughter's commencement
exerpublisher.
cises at an eastern college recently.
one lesson touching certain He had been
greatly pleased with the
this boy was
characters
BIblican
girl.
beauty and dignity of the exercises,
asked:
and was discoursing to his wife upon
One Explanation. .
"Who was Esau?"
the refining Influences of college life.
a
man
for
Is
easier
It
who
"Why
After a moment's reflection the Suddenly his impressive monologue
has a Job to get another job?"
youngster offered this unique an-- ! was cut short. A girl, in cap and
"Well, an employer will often give swer:
gown, came dashing down the steps
a man good reference In order to get
"Esau was the man that wrote the of the main hall, waving her diploma
rid of him." Louisville
book of fables. He sold it to Messrs and shouting: "Educated, by gosh!"
Pottage."
,
Ladies' Home Journal.
'

well-know-

n
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PHONE
NO. 92.

X

G
HANKS
-- DINNER
:

:

IV IN
:

TURKEYS,

GEESE,

CHICKENS

DUCKS

s

No.

pic-lure-

mm

4 C. A KM
6rocery

g

9
6
7
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No.

Bakery

iNreREsriNQ

'

POTATOES
1;30
-

20c

APPLES $1.75 PER BOX
M.

Blush

THE ONLY BAKER if
Where you can get anything you want, no cheap
stuff, we use only the best of everything in our
Bakery.

.4.

F. Andrews,

,

'

prices

Winesaps, Jonathans, Northern Spy and Winter

rison's orchestra furnished excellent
music for the occasion.
A Year Ago
Today a year ago the
weather was cloudy and cold. The
maximuniv temperature was 3S degrees
and the minimum 10 degrees. There
was 12 per cent of sunshine.
Hospital for Tucumcari A hospital
will be established in the two story
cement, block building now being
'
erected by the El Paso and South- western railway physician.
Students Given Big Turkey Dinner
Twenty turkeys yesterday graced
the table in the dining room at the

j

25c
BARS GOOD LAUNDRY SOAP
'
"
25c
PEARL WHITE
'
" DIAMOND "C"
25c
Every oaa koowns what the Diamond "C" is

ARE NOW AT THEIR LOWEST
15 lbs. for
100 lbs for
25c
1909 Walnuts and Almonds per lb. - -

x

X

Williams and Rising, the new livery
firm, keep one hack at the bam for
People."
calls, for
s
Ramirez orchestra and elegant
at Elks theater tonight. Don't
miss it.
Canning Plant in Mimbres Valley
Charles Xapp has made arrangements
for the erection of a $11,000 cannery
in the Mimbres valley next spring.
Leg Broken By Safe Joseph Reynolds, a merchant at Mesilla, Dona
Ana county, broke his leg on Tuesday by letting a large iron safe fall
on it.
Board of Trade Dance The Board
of Trade dance at the Library last
evening was largely attended. Mor-

All Kinds of Fresh Meats, Vegetables
Crau berries, Oojters Pish etc.
P. S. Turkeys are goirg to be very scarce, So get
your order in early and get a good one.
i
in
PHONE
PHONE
NO. 92.
fMMlAnU
NO. 92.

luuitnn

X

Colo., Nov. 2G.
Forecast for New Mexico:
Cloudy with local rain or snow
in north tonight or Saturday,
wanner in south tonight, cooler
in north iortion Saturday.

G

::

X

Denver,

Six

We will have every thing you will want

B
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M.

boat the animal over the Bead with a tomorrow. Yesterday, the tempera-rocand killed it although it put up ture was 15 degrees above the normal,
a vicious fight.
The Spanish edition of the 1909
Tomorrow TWs of Xew Mexico are mnv ready
Meeting
Important
mem in u.e umce 01 n. u. n.iua
for deliverv.
prjce: Paper cover
special and very important meeting $ 3.25, plus 17 cents postage; full sheep,
will be held of the Santa Fe lodge No. $4.00. plus 20 cents
postage. Address
Union of America. all orders to The Xew Mexican Print2.")9, Fraternal
hand
on
Members are requested to be
ing Co., Santa Fe, N. M.
at 7:30 sharp.
New Mexico Journalist Gets Half a
Million Rufus C. Jackson, a newspa. MANY SKELETONS FOUND
OF EARLY SETTLERS.
perman of Silver City, Grant county,
has been bequeathed half a million
dollars by his sister, Miss Minnie Workmen at the Old Palace Make
Discovery wniie Excavating
Jackson, a healthseeker who recently
for Boiler Room.
.licri at silvpr fitv.
Hurley Will Not Leave Santa Fe
Workmen who have been excavat- General Manager J. E. Hurley of the
..;
beneath the Old Palace to make
inS
P
Cvdm rior,! nfficiallv that
boiler of the heating
he iiitended to resign from the Santa! roo' f0("'e hiS
ilnt
ls to be
stalled, have
v tr, become president of the Frisco
i come
across some very grewsome
or Rock Island systems.
At a
flndg .n the ghae of skelelong
Rehearsal of Princess Bonnie To--, depth cf fr()m flve to ten feot tne in.
'
night at seven thirty at the Xusbaum teres1hl!; reHcs of Santa Fe-- eariy
residence the Santa Fe Operatic and citizens are 1)Hng dailv uncovered. It
Dramatic Association will hold a reg- - ig supnosed lhat the skeletons are
ular meeting and will rehearse Piin- - those of the e.irh. Indians. The dig-ceBonnie. Xo one taking part is
tne
gjng js going on riM beneath
excused and all are expected to
of the ow Pajacei and it has
port, promptly.
been suggested that the early inhab- New Mexicans Were Victors The'itants of the building were in the
University of Xew Mexico eleven yes- -. habit 0f using the space beneath the
a
terday defeated the University of Ari-- building as a burial place. The
at football at Tucson by a score covery is of great interest and is f
23 to 11.
At Roswell, the New trading large crowds.
Mexico Military Institute defeated the
Agricultural College eleven by a ASSISTANT POSTMASTER
score of 34 to 0.
GIVEN HEAVY SENTENCE.
The pictures shown at Elks theater
are as good as are shown anywhere
San Juan, P. R., Nov. 26. Cable
in the country, is the verdict of all the communication
with the outside
patrons. Ramirez orchestra plays to- world was resumed after having, been
night.
cut off for two weeks. Antonio GauIndictments- Returned at Roswell
dier, former assistant postmaster of
The territorial grand jury at Roswell Mayaguez, today pleaded guilty in the
reported three indictments against federal court to a charge of embezDr. C. L. Parsons for practicing med- zling postal funds. He was sentenced
icine without a license, an indictment to three years in the penitentiary and
against Anselmo DeAgua for stealing fined $1,500, the amount he
sheep, and one against. Lee Drury
correcting a preceding indictment.
Looking Forward to Musical Production Throughout the entire town
great interest is being manifested in
MONEY AND METALS.
the forthcoming production of the
musical play, Princess Bonnie. The
New York. Nov. 26. Call money 4
production will unquestionably be the
prime mercantile paper 505
Mexican dollars 43; Amal. 91
very best ever put on by local talent.
S. P.
It is replete with interesting dialogues Atch. 119
N. Y. C. 128
and the music is unsurpassed.
V. P. 203; steel 89
1130
pfd.
Ideal Thanksgiving Day Weather- -It 124
New York, Nov. 26. Lead quiet
was an ideal Indian summer
437
The
warm.
and
Copper dull; Standard
sunshiny
Silver 50
maximum temperature rose to 62 de- spot and Dec. 131-2- ;
90
in
and
desrees
in
shade
MARKET.
the
WOOL
grees
St. Louis, Nov. 20. Wool dull; terthe sun and the minimum last night
was 39 decrees. The relative humidity ritory and western mediums 24029;
at 6 p. m. was 3S per cent. Today, fine mediums 22086: fine 14 0 20.
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
however, after a glorious sunrise that
Chicago, 111., Nov. 26. Wheat Dec.
painted not only the horizon but the
107
a
and
then
red
lurid
May 106
a
entire
the
sky
Corn Dec. 59
May 62.
livid gold, it began to cloud up and
391-4- ;
Oats
42
Dec.
or
rain
May
bureau
the weather
predicts
Pork Jan. 21.62
snow for tonig'.it and colder weather
May 20.75.
k

JNOWJIS THE TIME TO ORDER YOUR

T
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THE S NT.V FK

Phone Na. 4

HUBBS LAUNDRY COMPANY

"OUR WORK IS BEST"

Xew Mexico School of Mines at So- corro. Unique place cards of crossed
picks were at each seat.
Train Report The Denver and Rio
Grande train is reported one hour late.
All other trains are on time. Santa
Fe No. 3, due this morning was several
hours late the last reort being that
it would arrive at 3:15 p. m.
Denver Post Man Arrested Arthur
L. Meigs, well remembered in Santa
Fe where lie got up a special Santa
Fe edition of the Denver Post, was
arrested last evening at Albuquerque
on the charge of embezzlement.
Deer Deputy
Fined for Killing
Game Warden Leo Rogers of Cloud-crof- t
comes forward with another con- viction and the collection of a $50,n
and costs for arresting a violator of
the game laws who killed a deer out of
season.
Special matinee tomorrow afternoon at Elks theater, 4 reels of film,
the choice of the week's run will be
sho.wj).'

.' killed a Big Badger Mrs. Holson,
accompanied by twelve year old Walter Gilbert, killed a big badger on the
Holson ranch near Silver City. They

Our Specialty Good ' Work and Prompt Service:'
W. H Kerr Asrt Santa Pe
Paone 122 Red
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dis-zonat-o-
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Iard November

3--

Jan-

13.371-2- ;

Ribs

Jan.

11.12

May

10.821-2- .

LIVE STOCK.
Kansas City, Nov. 26. Cattle Receipts 60,000, including 500 southerns.
Market strong to ten higher. Natives
steers $4,801(8.50: southern
steers
$3. 25ft 5.50; southern cows S2.60-fi4native cows and heifers $2.25rttt:
stockers and feeders $3 5; bulls $2.80
(4; calves $3. 75ft 7.60; western
steers $3.80(f 5.60; western cows $2.75
(fi4.50.

Hogs
Receipts 9,000. Market 5
higher. Bulk $7.808.15; heavy $v1o
ffiS.25; packers, butchers S".90?f8.20;
pigs $6.25 (ft 7.25:
light $7.508.05;
Market
Receipts 6.000.
Sleep
Muttons $i.50f 5.50; lambs
strong.
$67.50; range wethers and yearlings
$4.25(56;
range ewes $3.50?i5.25.
Chicago, 111., Nov. 26. Cattle Receipts, 7,000; market, 10 cents higher.
Beeves $4,00f 9.15; Texas steers $3.75

western steers $i.007.50;
(a'4.85:
stockers and feeders S3.10lffi5.25: COWS
and heifers $2.1005.75; calves $C.255!
5.75: calves $6.25S.75.
Hogs
Receipts, 20.000; market 5
cents higher.
Light $7.658.12
mixed $7.7008.50; heavy $7.808.30;
rough $7.807.95;
good to choice
heavy $7.95(3 8.50; pigs $C.507.70;
bulk of sales $8.00(5 8.25.
Sheep
Receipts 12,000; market 5
to 10 cents higher. Natives $2,750
5.00; .western $3.0005.00;
yearlings
$.".3506.50; lambs native $5.0007.75;
western $5.0007.60.
Engraved cads de visit and wed
ding invitations a specialty at the
New Mexican Printing office.
Any
one sanding in need of such will do
well to call at this office 'and examine
samples, style of work and prices.

Ask Tour Wife
Abiut a
Woman living In
Cvprv ted
property longu to
house of her own.
a
Jmo
get
There are hundreds of things
she would like to do to make her
ren-L,cr- y

cwn home more confortable
attractive and pleasant Nearly
every woman is a money saver
and sht will help you wonderfully
to pay for a home,

Rent Money
Will

Do

We will
you a very desirable uon.e on payruenta which
will irake
rent
money
jour
Pont wait. Begin now paying
for your home.
LET US EXPLAIN OVtl
CONTRACT FOR CHEAP
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GEO. M., KIN SELL
294

San Frnsiisco St.
39
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We offer a big SPECIAL SALE for next week only on Ladies & Misses
Coats, Ladies Suits, Ladies Voile Skirts, and Ladies Tailored waisis.
All itiB above

articles mentioned will be sold during that week at wholesale price.

Ladies Coats
Ladies Suits

of the latest Fabrics & Fashion

of the latest Fabrics & Fashions
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MISSES COATS AND LADIES
WAISTS 00ES AT THE SAME
MARQENT

as follows;

'

$22.50 - now - $17.50
20.00 - u
16.50

as follows;.'

now - $22.50

12.50
10.00

10.50

8.50
6.00

6.00
4.50

7.50

COME IN BEFORE THE RUSH
AND PICK FIRST
'

'

-

'.
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12.22
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Santa fe,
new mexico.

